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Experts for the Appalachia Educational Laboratory in Charleston, W. Va., tell how they helped districts in Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Pennsylvania develop and test the cooperative concept. In addition, they—and authorities from other parts of the country—give some pointers schools can use in setting up their own cooperatives, including how to head off problems. The report examines the kinds of services that school districts can profitably share. Examples are drawn largely from a Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory survey of such programs in 46 states. Another part of the report takes a look at how some states have changed their laws to make multidistrict cooperation possible through intermediate education service units. These units, in some cases statewide, give districts access to top-quality service programs. (Author/JY)
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Shared Services and Cooperatives

OVERVIEW

Until recently, the only way small school districts could afford comprehensive educational programs was to consolidate. It was either merge completely with another district or be left out in the cold. But in the past few years, school administrators have found a new, less traumatic way to strengthen their programs and still retain their own identities. It's called shared services or cooperatives, and during the past decade hundreds of districts have begun to plan and to operate the kinds of programs that work best on a regional or area basis. The conclusion: cooperation pays.

For most of these districts, the first step toward cooperation comes when the administrator faces the fact that his district cannot afford to cope with all the serious problems confronting it. His system needs programs in areas such as vocational and special education but simply does not have enough pupils to justify the expense involved. It needs to experiment with new classroom techniques, but lacks resources to do so. His teachers should be keeping up with new curricula in math, science, biology, physics and social studies. But how can a small district offer the needed training?

In most cases, districts in such predicaments need not look far to discover that they are not alone; frequently, neighboring districts are in the same uncomfortable position. Despite great strides toward school consolidation—the number of districts has shrunk from more than 100,000 in the 1940s to 18,000 in 1970—many districts are still too small to provide comprehensive programs. Nearly one-half of these districts still have fewer than 300 pupils enrolled; more than two-thirds have fewer than 1,200 youngsters.

But if small districts work together there is no reason why they can't have programs just as good as those in larger, more prosperous systems, authorities say. When several districts pool their resources, they can hire psychologists, therapists and other specialists to deal with the needs of all types of pupils. They can support multifaceted vocational education programs and hire consultants in nearly every academic subject area to help teachers. And with children and teachers in several
districts to care for, these high-caliber specialists have enough to keep them busy and challenged—even in rural areas—for years.

It is not surprising then that many educational authorities point to the shared services concept as a real hope for equalizing education. "Shared service is more than change," concluded the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory in Portland, Ore., after a survey of such projects in 1968. "It is the vehicle by which access to quality education and equality of educational opportunity is being carried to youth who, by circumstances of residence, are required to attend schools with limited enrollments, limited facilities, often poorly prepared teachers and, more often, limited course offerings."

The survey was contained in a study entitled Identification, Synthesis, Evaluation and Packaging of "Shared Service" Research and Development Efforts in Rural Areas. In the survey, Ray Jongeward, the lab's research and development specialist, and Frank L. Heesacker, then with Northern Montana College, counted some 215 cooperative programs in operation in 1968—most of them serving small rural schools. Jongeward estimates that the number of active programs has continued to climb since then, even in areas where there are strong traditions of local district independence.

Why the move toward cooperatives? First, authorities point out, school administrators all over the country are feeling the pressure for educational change. Traditional educational practices are under attack, and parents want to know what local educators are doing about new techniques, even in small rural districts. Shared service ventures can help these administrators innovate in at least two important ways: It's easier to attract real expertise and assistance, and there's less risk to each individual district when several take part in a pilot project.

Another great boost to cooperation has come from Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), which encourages shared services by providing grants to combinations of districts as well as to single systems. Of the first 217 proposals approved under Title III, over half concerned multidistrict projects. Other federal programs encourage schools to start joint research ventures or to buy instructional materials cooperatively. And in a few cases, even state departments of education have launched large-scale cooperative efforts under Title V, ESEA.

Finally, many new teaching aids lend themselves to cooperative use. Mobile units working out of a central location can send teachers and equipment to widely separated schools. Multidistrict educational television operations and central film libraries are more economical than single-system units—a rule which applies to many forms of new educational technology.

Saving money, however, is not usually the main reason districts decide to cooperate. In reality, additional services usually end up costing the district more—but not as much as if it had tried to provide the extra programs on its own. "Research has shown that additional services are made available less expensively by sharing than by individual acquisition and are frequently of higher quality," says a PREP (Putting Research into Educational Practice) brief digested from the Northwest lab report and made available through the U.S. Office of Education.
Not all cooperatives have been successful. Many co-ops which started at the grass-roots level find financing a never-ending problem that often interferes with the hiring of top-quality staff. District superintendents and local boards may find it difficult to move from a competitive to a cooperative relationship with neighboring school systems, and resulting rivalries can hamstring a sharing project. In some states, laws work against—or even prevent—development of cooperative educational projects.

In states where regional educational agencies have been mandated by law, many of these difficulties are alleviated. But there, too, problems can thwart cooperation: some critics assert that when specifications for the agencies are spelled out by law, the resulting structures are too inflexible to respond to local needs. In some cases, local administrators look on the regional agency as a threatening super-power, and work against it instead of with it. And there's always some difficulty in figuring out just which type of intermediate unit will fit in most comfortably with educational institutions that already exist in a given state.

But there are also definite advantages to cooperation which counterbalance such problems. Three of the most important pluses, according to the Northwest lab report, are that cooperatives tend to involve isolated administrators in solving problems together, to renew interest in education among citizens and to provide needed services to youth—all accomplished with no loss of autonomy to the local district. Sometimes, the report continues, cooperation results in an overall boost to school morale. When a sharing project begins, teachers often seem more willing to accept new ideas and take more interest in basing instructional decisions on research and development in education. Administrators need not feel they're embarking on a pioneering effort if they try sharing services. "There are enough demonstrations around the country that have been successful," says Robert M. Isenberg, associate executive secretary of the American Assn. of School Administrators (AASA), "that educators can see the possibilities. These examples prove that multiple district cooperation can do many things that school districts were not able to do previously."

PREP suggests seven criteria that educators might use to decide whether their districts could profit from sharing:

- Do your teachers need opportunities to learn new teaching methods?
- Would your school like to offer more vocational experiences for students?
- Does your school need qualified counselors or specialists?
- Do your teachers want more audiovisual materials for their classrooms?
- Does the cost of teacher recruitment need to be reduced?
- Is your school unable to offer students the opportunity to take two or three years of science, foreign language or mathematics?
- Is your school unable to provide special programs for gifted and handicapped students?
Where the response to any of these questions is "yes," PREP says sharing services might be the answer.

In setting up their cooperatives, school districts and other agencies have shown great ingenuity. The following pages present some of the approaches they have used. Experts from the Appalachia Educational Laboratory in Charleston, W. Va., tell how they helped districts in Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee and Pennsylvania develop and test the cooperative concept. In addition, they—and authorities from other parts of the country—give some pointers schools can use in setting up their own cooperatives, including how to head off problems.

This special report also examines the kinds of services that school districts can profitably share. The examples are drawn largely from the Northwest lab report, which surveyed projects in 46 states. To locate these projects, Heesacker and Jongeward asked colleges, state departments of education and regional accrediting associations to identify districts in their service areas that were working together.

Another part of this report takes a look at how some states have changed their laws to make multidistrict cooperation possible through intermediate education service units. These units give districts a place to turn for help when they have problems they cannot meet on their own. In many cases, they have been set up statewide, so that every district in the state has access to top-quality service programs.
VOLUNTARY COOPERATIVES

When school districts set up a cooperative project on their own initiative, the burden of organization falls primarily on their administrators. It's up to the superintendents of the member schools to make the major decisions about their new educational creation. They must decide how to finance it, where it should be housed, how to govern it and what programs to offer.

If the cooperation amounts to no more than sharing a counselor or another specialist, the organizational details may be minimal. But if the cooperative is to offer sophisticated programs involving many specialized personnel, and if a number of districts are to take part, then superintendents must lay the groundwork for a fairly complex organization. The Appalachia Educational Laboratory, which has helped establish several cooperatives in its region, is drawing up a model for organizing such projects, based on its own experiences. So far, laboratory authorities have pinpointed nine separate decisions they feel are basic: determining location and participants, writing a charter, specifying organization and staff, assessing educational needs, determining what services are required, deciding how to provide them, staging experimental programs, continuing their development, and—finally, adopting the new programs on a full-scale basis.

Necessary Steps for Getting Organized

As soon as administrators have recognized the need for a cooperative program—and can visualize it in operation—they must tackle the problem of organization. One of the first steps, the Appalachia lab spokesmen say, is to draw up a charter which spells out who will belong to the cooperative, what their rights and responsibilities are and how a governing board shall be chosen. To be sure, not all cooperatives draw up formal charter agreements. But authorities generally feel the documents are valuable. In fact, a recent Tennessee law requires that educational cooperatives not only have charter agreements but also have the documents approved by the state department of education and the attorney general to make sure that the form is correct and that state statutes are not violated.

One advantage of a charter which has been cited is that it offers an opportunity to avert later disagreements by clarifying at the beginning of the project any points of possible contention: eligibility and duties of member districts; makeup and selection of the board; financial responsibilities of each district in terms of money, equipment, facilities and personnel; the role of the cooperative's director; and the jurisdictional powers of the cooperative board in relation to member school boards and other organizations involved.
When all this is agreed upon in writing, every district has an opportunity to look after its own interests. "It's much simpler to head off potential problems before they develop than to try to correct them afterward," says Ray Jongeward of the Northwest lab.

One of the first points to consider in organizing a cooperative is what should be included. Although membership may vary with the territory, programs and number of pupils served, most authorities agree that the farthest part of the district should be no more than one hour's drive from a centrally located project headquarters so that the cooperative staff will avoid spending too much time traveling from school to school. Some cooperatives have found it convenient to align their boundaries with those of existing regional economic planning and development districts in their areas. These boundaries generally are based on common need.

Authorities are more reluctant to set any rule of thumb for determining the optimum number of pupils a cooperative should serve. James Kincheloe, formerly of the Appalachia Educational Laboratory staff, said a cooperative needs at least 20,000 to 30,000 pupils before it may produce sizable savings. He set a maximum of 50,000 pupils. But, he pointed out, cooperatives have succeeded, both with more or fewer students. Flexibility also seems to be the rule in deciding how many school districts should participate in a cooperative, and most authorities feel this consideration should be secondary to pupil population and geography. Where counties are the basic unit of school organization, relatively few districts might suffice for a viable cooperative. In other areas, there might be as many as 50 or more participating districts—although educators warn that too many districts can create an unwieldy operation if each has a representative on the cooperative's board.

The cooperative's governing board, the chief policy-making body in most shared-service arrangements, functions much like a local school board. Typically, it is responsible for passing on the budget (prepared by the cooperative staff), approving programs, hiring the director and approving the hiring of other key staff members recommended by the director. "The only model our cooperatives have found to follow is that of the school board and the superintendent," said Kincheloe. "We think there should be some differences in operation—the cooperative has professional educators on its board"—but exactly what the differences should be hasn't been worked out yet, Kincheloe said.

In nearly all cooperatives, the key figures on the governing board are the superintendents of the various member districts. Sometimes the board also includes representatives of other educational organizations, such as local district boards of education or higher education institutions in the area. Less frequently, personnel from the state department of education are included, either as voting or ex officio members. Still other representatives of organizations with an interest in education have proved valuable as board members.

According to the PREP report, Educational Cooperatives, based on a survey by Larry W. Hughes and C. M. Achilles of the U. of Tennessee, some cooperatives are beginning to include on their boards representatives of business and industry, community action agencies, and local economic development districts. In some cases, even federal agency representatives participate. One Appalachia cooperative, for example, has on its board representatives of the Tennessee
Valley Authority, an organization which took an interest in the fledgling educational cooperative from the beginning. Representatives of local and regional health agencies are sometimes invited to serve on the cooperative boards, too, especially if the cooperative plans to conduct programs in the health fields.

State Laws Can Help or Hurt

One of the most important considerations in organizing a co-op, according to most authorities, is the state laws on education. In some states, legislation makes cooperative ventures extremely difficult. West Virginia's constitution, for example, specifies that funds collected locally must be spent locally. In a number of states, cooperatives may not act as their own fiscal agents. And in Virginia, the state education department cannot provide matching funds when they are to be used for cooperative activities.

Despite such examples, however, some states do seem to be growing more lenient toward educational cooperatives. According to PREP, there were, in the fall of 1970, some 33 states with legislation that permits the development of cooperatives, either in the form of voluntary organizations or as state-mandated regional intermediate school districts. Two additional states, Missouri and North Carolina, have no laws which prevent school systems from cooperating, although cooperatives cannot be established as separate legal organizations. One of the most permissive laws concerning voluntary cooperatives was passed in February 1971 in Tennessee. It allows local districts to cooperate in any way feasible to provide better services more economically.

In states with no recent legislation pertaining to cooperatives, prospective organizers may face another frustrating problem. Frequently, older laws are too vague to provide guidance, and there is no backlog of attorney general opinions or court rulings to spell out precisely what schools can and cannot do. "In states where laws are not specific, court cases may be necessary to interpret the law," said Kincheloe, who encountered that problem in Appalachia.

Financing—One of the Most Difficult Problems

Finding funds for any educational project is usually one of the administrator's most difficult problems. But financing a cooperative, educators say, is often especially trying. Part of the difficulty is cost: A cooperative serving 30,000 to 50,000 pupils may need a stable funding base of at least $150,000 to ensure future operations. Just getting started—hiring a director and a secretary and renting an office—may cost a minimum of $20,000 to $35,000 in an area where educators' salaries are not high.

To meet these expenses, most cooperatives end up relying on a catchall combination of funding. Some get state aid in the form of matching grants—if the law permits; others receive special program grants of some sort. Federal grants have been especially valuable for starting many cooperative activities and cooperating districts are usually in a better competitive position to obtain them than an individual school system. In some cases, too, coopera-
atives have received help from foundations and private agencies or business. But these sources usually guarantee only short-term support. Consequently, all too many cooperatives continuously suffer from financial insecurity.

Authorities agree that the most desirable way of financing a cooperative—at least, in part—is through the regular, continuing support of member school districts. But getting local financial commitment is not easy. Local pressures to take care of local needs by local resources make it difficult to get funds, says an Appalachia lab report. Still, educators stress the importance of regular local district contributions, both as a symbol of real local commitment and as a way to avoid the letdown that often occurs after an initial windfall of outside money is used up. "If schools can't contribute to the project from the beginning," says Ray Jongeward, the cooperative "at least should plan from the start how the project can be transferred to local support later on."

When local districts do help support their cooperatives, most do so on the basis of a per-pupil assessment. Districts can also contribute in other ways, however. According to PREP, schools may be assessed by so much per professional employe or by so much per pupil for specific services. They may also be charged a flat fee for participation. Kincheloe suggested that districts make two separate contributions to a cooperative: a "membership fee" based on the total number of pupils in each district served and a charge for specific programs based on the pupils who participate in them. Then, too, many schools make a part of their contribution by donating their own employes' services to the cooperative. In one district in Appalachia, for example, an assistant principal spends about half his time working for the cooperative to which his district belongs.

**Hiring the Right People**

The first personnel decision any cooperative must make, of course, is to choose a director. Authorities stress that even in a small cooperative, someone should have full charge of the project. "Everyone's responsibility is no one's," says Jongeward. And if the project is large scale, choosing a good director is crucial since he will be responsible not only for developing programs but also for selling the cooperative to local educators. The Appalachia lab guidelines list the following six duties of a director:

- To provide information about local educational needs and potential solutions to the cooperative board.
- To recommend cooperative programs to the board.
- To coordinate and supervise cooperative staff.
- To suggest policies and regulations for board action.
- To prepare and administer the budget.
- To seek new sources of support for the cooperative.

Who is the "best man" for such a job? According to the Appalachia lab, he most certainly should have a background in education. But just as important, he should be skilled in management, planning and evaluation, says the lab. He should be an excellent communicator, able and willing to devote weekends and evenings to meetings with school staffs and the community. And he should be able to relate smoothly to a board composed of professional colleagues.
Besides the director the cooperative also may need assistant directors for specific service programs, subject-matter specialists, itinerant teachers, and professional staff for social, psychological, medical and pupil personnel services. It may also want to hire specialists for media and communications systems, evaluation, state and federal relations and public affairs.

Obviously, finding such specialists is not an easy job--particularly in the isolated rural areas where, ironically, cooperatives may be most needed. Still, experts say it's especially important to secure topnotch staff members in all cooperative jobs. "They have to have competencies that local district personnel don't already have," says AASA's Isenberg. "Otherwise, how can they assist school staffs?"

Unfortunately, however, there are factors inherent in cooperatives that make hiring especially difficult. The shakiness of many cooperatives makes for high-risk positions that aren't likely to appeal to career-oriented professionals. State laws also may be a hindrance: Cooperative staffers seldom qualify for state retirement benefits or tenure privileges.

About the only real way out of the hiring problem, authorities say, is to pay high salaries. The Appalachia lab estimates that a director gets at least $15,000 to $25,000 in its area. Elsewhere, the figure usually is considerably higher. Administrators also can try appealing to a prospective cooperative employe's sense of challenge. "But," Jongeward cautions, "you usually still pay for the fact that you may not be able to guarantee a permanent job."

Some cooperatives have found ways around the legal restrictions. One cooperative in Kentucky has taken on responsibility for paying what normally would be the state's contribution to the staff retirement fund. In other areas all the cooperative personnel are listed on the roster of a single member school district which pays their retirement benefits.

Find a Place To Operate

Like hiring personnel, obtaining adequate facilities can be a serious problem for cooperative ventures. Most simply end up squatting in buildings that really were intended for other purposes. Part of the problem is that few buildings actually have been specifically designed for cooperatives. PREP points out two possible reasons for this state of affairs: (1) multipurpose educational cooperatives still are so new that few have had a chance to develop special buildings; and (2) in many states, cooperatives' capital expenditures are limited by law and the new organizations must rent or lease existing property--unless a member school district or other agency retains the title.

Still, many cooperatives do manage successfully with makeshift facilities, particularly if staff members conduct most of their services in participating schools. Except for central office staff, for example, most Appalachia cooperative employees spend the bulk of their time working in member schools. The central headquarters of one cooperative, DILENOWISCO, has been housed adequately—if unfashionably—in the basement of a centrally located county school office.
How To Choose Which Services To Provide

Educators say there is almost no limit to the varieties of services which cooperatives can provide. But how does a cooperative board decide which services are most appropriate for its area? Appalachia lab authorities have suggested four major criteria for choosing prospective programs:

- The program should bear a logical relationship to previously identified educational needs.
- It should work best at a regional level of operation, because of economies of large scale purchasing or the need to distribute resources more evenly.
- It should have reasonably good chance of obtaining long-range funding.
- It should be continued only if evaluation shows it to be cost effective in comparison with alternatives.

The Appalachia lab also asks its cooperatives to spend a full year assessing area needs before deciding which programs to undertake. Kincheleoe cited this as one of the most important steps in cooperative organization. He also noted that many cooperatives can't afford to wait a full year before starting programs that show some results. To sidestep this problem, some Appalachia cooperatives have identified broad areas of need—vocational education, special education, early childhood education, for instance—and have begun some programs on that basis while, simultaneously, carrying on a formal in-depth study of their area's needs.

Another important consideration in selecting programs, authorities say, is to be sure to give districts something they especially think they need. "Generate services out of demand," says the Northwest Lab's Ray Jongeward. "Find out what the people in the community believe they need most and then present them with possible answers to the problem. This approach lasts much longer than the hard-sell method."

Some who have studied shared service projects think it's generally wiser for a cooperative to start out with small-scale programs at first, both to show results quickly and to minimize risk of failure. "It's true that one advantage of a cooperative is that it's big enough to risk some failures," Kincheleoe explained. "But it may also be true that a cooperative can perhaps risk no more, early in its life, than a regular school system can."

The Superintendent's Role: Overseeing and Setting Policy

Even after a cooperative has formally organized, the various local superintendents are still the key figures in making it work. As members of the regional board, the superintendents are responsible for overseeing the cooperative and setting its policies. And in his home district, each superintendent must keep up channels of communication, both with his community and with the local district board. In a few cases, cooperative activities have offered a new opportunity for administrators to revitalize relations with their home districts. In a Tennessee community, for example, a group of
superintendents conducted a charrette to give taxpayers—and even students—a chance to say what they wanted from their educational institutions before the new cooperative launched its programs.

In most cases, the superintendent also takes on some new responsibilities for communicating with his staff when his district becomes involved in a cooperative. Ideally, he should keep all staff members informed about plans for prospective cooperative programs and their purposes. Then, when the programs begin to affect specific teachers, he can help clarify their positions in relation to the role of the cooperative's staff. As much as possible, authorities say, clarification should take place in advance—before major problems or friction can arise.

Indeed, some problems are bound to come up. For example, when a cooperative's staff members work in a school, should they be under the direction of the cooperative's director or under the local school principal? In general, the Appalachia lab recommends that all cooperative projects—and their personnel—remain under control of the cooperative's director at all times. Otherwise, the cooperative may lose charge of its own programs. On the other hand, a cooperative's staff must comply with the specific rules and regulations that govern the conduct of regular school personnel. For example, if local teachers can't smoke, neither can a cooperative's staffers.

Participating in a cooperative also requires a superintendent to change his traditional outlook on some important points—a process which, spokesmen concede, sometimes proves painful. "He may have to give up his view of his own district 'first, last and always,'" Kincheloe said.

If programs vital to most of the cooperative area don't seem important to the superintendent's home district, he may have to accede to the regional viewpoint. He may also have to stop looking on other districts—and their administrators—as competitors. Another painful adjustment for many administrators is getting used to opening school records to outside evaluators from the cooperative, higher education institutions and the state education department. "Some superintendents feel very defensive about this," Kincheloe noted. He said he thought the step was necessary for long-range planning.

And what does a superintendent get in return for meeting these new demands? Kincheloe listed six important ways that superintendents—and their districts—can benefit from such cooperation:

- A cooperative provides a brand new organization, unhampered by tradition and institutionalized patterns of behavior. It tends to become a special vehicle for innovation, which reduces resistance to experimentation. Thus, personnel employed by the cooperative perform as change agents, relieving the superintendent of part of this role.

- The superintendency has frequently been referred to as a lonely job. The reinforcement of other colleagues joined together in risking innovations can do much to reduce this loneliness.

- The stimulation of colleagues and cross-fertilization of ideas have the potential for improving educational practice.
The cooperative makes possible large-scale economies. This is particularly important to small school districts and for the special educational needs of exceptional children. And the fact cannot be overlooked that several superintendents in Appalachia working together achieve political muscle in dealings with other agencies. In fact, several superintendents in Appalachian cooperatives have noticed how much more receptive certain agencies, such as universities, are to their requests now than they were before the cooperatives were formed.

The cooperative makes possible a new mix of financial resources by attracting support not available to one district, and makes districts more aware of the kind of support that's available. Despite wide publicity and efforts by state departments of education, local administrators frequently are uninformed about the many financing opportunities available to them.

The cooperative reinforces the concept of local control. Sensitivity to local demands is retained. "Given today's pressures for change in the schools," Kincheloe said, "it is safe to predict that major change in the structure will come. There are advocates of both federal and state intervention on massive scales. There are great advantages and strengths in retaining as much local autonomy as possible. The cooperative provides this opportunity."
THE APPALACHIA LABORATORY'S WAY

Few areas in this country seem as tailor-made for cooperatives as the Appalachia region. Isolation, mountainous terrain and poor transportation all combine to make small, inadequate school districts the rule. With 532 one-room schools still dotting the landscape, course offerings are sparse, both in academic and vocational areas. Teachers often are poorly prepared, curriculum supervisors are scarce, the ratio of guidance counselors to students is about one to 1,400, and the dropout rate is 10% higher than the national average. Poverty compounds the problem: one of every three families in the region still earns less than $3,000 a year--compared with one in five for the rest of the nation--and only 8.7% of Appalachian families earns $10,000 or more per year.

For all these reasons, the Appalachia Educational Laboratory decided to make development of educational cooperatives one of its chief priorities. By the late 1960s, several other groups, including some superintendents, were beginning to examine the possibility of such cooperatives, too. Together with these superintendents and representatives of other agencies such as the Appalachian Regional Commission, the laboratory has stimulated the growth and development of five multicounty educational organizations--the DILENOWISCO Educational Cooperative (Southwest Virginia), the Upper Kentucky Valley Educational Cooperative, the Tennessee Appalachia Educational Cooperative, the Clinch-Powell Educational Cooperative (Tennessee) and the Pennsylvania Educational Development Center (now phased out because Pennsylvania has adopted intermediate school districts to fill the need for regional agencies).

In its role as stimulator, the lab has given the cooperatives considerable technical advice and some financial help as well. In addition to helping the cooperatives get started the lab has another interest in them: it is studying how the projects work in an attempt to draw up a detailed model for the development of such cooperatives. Lab spokesmen say the agency expects to complete a prototype plan by 1972 which, they hope, will prove useful to colleagues throughout the country.

The lab's model will differ in several important respects from most cooperatives which have grown up elsewhere. First, although providing services is one important objective of cooperatives in the Appalachia plan, its emphasis won't be solely on that point. The lab hopes the cooperatives will help instill some fundamental improvements in the districts involved. "We are concerned both with the locus and the inventions of change—that is, the mechanisms through which change occurs as well as the substantive changes in instruction and curriculum," says Benjamin E. Carmichael, Appalachia lab director and one of the primary developers of the Appalachia concept of cooperatives.
What kind of changes would Carmichael and his laboratory staff like cooperatives to inspire? Primarily, they would like to see traditional educational practices replaced with a more rational, orderly manner for analyzing educational problems and for arriving at solutions. They would like to see educators adopt orderly methods for arriving at change, based on assessment of needs, identification of deficiencies, careful setting of priorities and selection of programs after alternatives have been weighed. Lab staffers hope that if cooperatives begin using such methods to offer better instructional programs, district administrators will be able to see their advantages and will begin using them in their home districts as well.

Besides its emphasis on change the lab's "model" cooperative differs from most existing sharing projects in that it includes on its board both representatives of state departments of education and higher education institutions. In fact, lab staffers place great importance on the participation of outside groups. Without these groups, they say, real educational improvement could be much more difficult.

Local Colleges Participate

Every cooperative founded under the Appalachia lab's auspices has on its board representatives of area colleges and universities. Sometimes these representatives have full voting powers; other times they function in an ex officio capacity. (The decision usually is left to the discretion of the superintendents who form the cooperative board initially.)

In their role as board members, the college representatives often are an invaluable source of advice and program assistance for the fledgling cooperatives. But their presence on the board is even more significant, lab staffers say, because these persons help link the resources of the colleges to member schools on a continuous, meaningful basis. "Most universities want to provide services to schools," said Kincheloe, "but it's physically impossible for them to deal effectively with the needs of individual school systems."

Closer school-college ties could be one of the most important effects of the cooperative idea, Appalachia spokesmen say. For example, they could have great significance for teacher training. "Member schools and the cooperative itself could be laboratories for preservice training," Kincheloe explained. "Student teachers would have an opportunity to work in a variety of schools instead of staying in those near the college campus."

Indeed, some higher education institutions in the Appalachia region have begun to explore ways to coordinate their training activities with cooperative programs. The U. of Tennessee, for example, has been considering the use of cooperatives as sites for training administrators for leadership positions.

But lab staffers believe that college participation in cooperatives has other advantages besides its effect on teacher training. First, colleges often can help cooperating schools to coordinate and develop programs in specialty areas—for example, in early childhood and special education—and to train personnel for the positions the new programs would require. They can
also help train teacher aides. The college, in turn, might take advantage of the cooperative's special television and other facilities to channel college courses to teachers in outlying rural schools. And colleges could, in league with the cooperatives, establish instructional materials centers for schools to use—a service Clinch Valley College is starting to perform for the Southwest Virginia cooperative.

When the Appalachia cooperatives have asked for help from colleges, they have found higher education personnel generally willing to help, educators report. "It's much more difficult to refuse a group of superintendents than it is to refuse a single one," Kincheloe pointed out. And, according to lab staff, the benefits flow both ways: as better prepared students come out of local schools, colleges will in turn graduate better prepared professionals.

The State Education Agency—An Essential Partner

In addition to colleges, Appalachia lab officials also view the state department of education as an essential partner in a workable cooperative. Some advantages of state department participation are obvious: state personnel can serve as skillful advisers to a cooperative, can often bring a different perspective to educational problems and can help hammer out solutions which might require changes at both the state and local levels.

There are also more subtle benefits. "The cooperative provides a mechanism where both local district and state department people are put in somewhat different roles than they fill under normal circumstances," Kincheloe explained. "Sometimes there's something about putting people in a different setting that is very productive." One other reason the Appalachia lab recommends state department participation in its cooperatives is because of the department's influence in writing and obtaining passage of new legislation enabling more extensive cooperative activities. Although none of the state departments in Appalachia has to date taken an open stand in support of the cooperative concept, many state department personnel have been of great assistance to the new organizations and have helped spread the idea in their states. State representatives who sit on the cooperative boards are usually appointed to that position by the state commissioner of education.

Wide Variety of Programs Offered

When it comes to choosing programs for its area, each Appalachia cooperative is free to make its own decisions. All the laboratory asks is that the cooperatives base program selection on a careful assessment of needs, followed by adequate evaluation. The laboratory also encourages the use of up-to-date educational technology—media, mobile facilities and communications—where practicable, to overcome barriers of distance and topography.

Indeed, most Appalachia cooperatives have started out offering programs such as special education, inservice training and psychological services, and many have made good use of technology. Several co-ops, for example, are using a machine called a Drivocator to help teach driver education. The audiovisual machine offers students 30 hours of instruction and tests on the rules
After mastering its programs, they train for several hours at another machine—a mobile simulator called a "Drivotrainer"—which simulates real driving conditions. After this, students need only three hours of in-car training to complete their course. Under the current arrangement, each cooperative provides to schools within its area a unit with the Drivocator, 10 Drivotrainers and itinerant teachers to help in the simulation and behind-the-wheel training phases.

The laboratory itself has designed two technology-based programs which are being adopted by some cooperatives. One is an early childhood education program, already proved successful by three years' testing in rural Appalachia. The program consists of three parts--television, home visitations and a traveling classroom. Children and parents watch a televised lesson for 30 minutes a day, five days a week. This viewing is supplemented with weekly calls by a home visitor, who acquaints the mother with upcoming lessons and materials, and by a traveling classroom which provides the preschoolers with a group learning experience.

The lab's second program is a vocational guidance system called VIEW (Vital Information About Education and Work). This program's aim is to give students information about jobs in the area for which specialized training is available. Lab staffers collect information about job opportunities in each region and place it on film cards, along with data about the national job picture in the same fields. Schools then buy one set of film cards and a reader-printer. This enables each student to individually pursue information about jobs which interest him. Both programs were designed especially with cooperatives in mind. Each lends itself to regional use and would be too expensive for a district to pursue on its own.

Although many details about the Appalachia lab's model cooperative have already been spelled out, lab spokesmen are quick to emphasize that their model is still in the developmental stage. Many problems remain, and it's probably too early to describe clearly how the model will finally operate. A hint of its form, however, can be seen in the growth and development of the Appalachia test cooperatives.

An Appalachia Cooperative at Work

In the economically depressed region of Appalachia, southwest Virginia is one of the most hard-hit areas. Mechanization and strip mining have greatly reduced the market for workers in the area's major industry, coal mining, and about half the families in the region earn less than $3,000 a year. Not surprisingly, the hard-pressed economic situation is reflected in education as well. The average schooling completed by adults 25 years and older is just over seven years.

Recognizing that major changes would be necessary before education could be upgraded in the region, Benny Coxton, coordinator of federal programs for Lee County, felt the answer might be some sort of cooperative. In 1967, Coxton called together representatives from the Appalachian Regional Commission, the Central Atlantic Regional Educational Laboratory, the Appalachia lab, Clinch Valley College, LENOWISCO (the economic development unit of southwest
Virginia) and interested school systems in the area to investigate the best approach for starting such a project. The result was DILENOWISCO, a co-op named for Dickenson, Lee, Wise and Scott counties and the city of Norton.

The DILENOWISCO educational cooperative came to life July 1, 1968, when the project received a planning grant from Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). "At first it was difficult for the school systems to visualize beyond their immediate boundaries," says Coxton, now DILENOWISCO director. "I imagine it still is in some cases. However, we found that as we got into this cooperative, as we held meetings and brought people together across district lines and discussed basic common problems, the educators and citizens of the area began to be able to visualize on a regional basis."

DILENOWISCO's governing board comprises the five school superintendents involved and a lay representative from each local board as voting members. Representatives of Clinch Valley College, the Appalachia lab and the state department of education are ex officio board members. The board has total authority for DILENOWISCO's operations. It decides on personnel and expenditures and the location and supervision of programs. It sets policies and assumes responsibility for jointly owned property—and for the successes and liabilities of the cooperative. Although the length of time a voting member serves on the board has not yet been determined, the cooperative's bylaws stipulate that when a member ceases to be connected with the local board he represents his membership on the DILENOWISCO board also ends.

DILENOWISCO has spent just over $1 million in planning, developing and implementing programs. Operating funds for 1971-72 are set at $500,000. Initial grants under Title III, ESEA, established the administrative umbrella for the cooperative and enabled DILENOWISCO to plan other programs and to obtain other funding through Title VI-A, ESEA; the Education Professions Development Act; and the Appalachian Regional Commission. Although the cooperative has not yet received financial contributions from such potential sources as industry, higher education institutions, foundations or participating districts, local school systems have donated personnel to work part time for DILENOWISCO and local boards have provided office space. During the 1970-71 school year, DILENOWISCO's staff totaled 43--20 professionals and 23 nonprofessionals. For the 1971-72 year, the number of staff will be raised to 53--23 professionals and 30 nonprofessionals.

For its first year of operations, DILENOWISCO adopted rather general program objectives. It set out to formulate the cooperative, to inform area educators and citizens of newer trends in education and to marshal the combined talents and resources of participating districts in studying common approaches to common problems. To establish precise program goals, administrators organized special planning committees in their home districts composed of representatives of key lay and professional educational groups. These groups met monthly for nearly six months to examine objectives and voice their area needs. Regional groups, made up of representatives of local planning committees, digested local findings and set priorities for the entire region.

After their initial evaluation, the regional groups singled out as their first priority the need to do something about the lack of educational services...
for the handicapped. Fortunately, at the same time, a state plan was being completed under the state's Title VI-A, ESEA, program. It provided funds for just the type of diagnostic and follow-up services for the handicapped that the DILENOWISCO area needed. As a result, the cooperative was one of the first organizations in the state to receive a Title VI-A grant, which paid for a special education specialist, a school psychologist, a coordinator of social services, an educational diagnostician and eventually--a speech and hearing specialist. The special education unit at DILENOWISCO began functioning in June 1969.

The second most pressing problem identified by the planning committees was the lack of services to aid teachers in the change process. To meet this need, DILENOWISCO organized a curriculum unit financed principally by Title III, ESEA (with some assistance from the Education Professions Development Act, Part B2). This unit has enabled more than 1,000 area educators to take local and regional college courses, one of which involved flying a computer to the area so that teachers could participate in an inservice modern math class.

The curriculum unit also has conducted local and regional conferences for more than 2,000 area educators, set up in-depth workshops in local schools involving some 200 teachers in long-range planning and program development, provided one-day media materials workshops for 150 educators and sponsored 18 visits to exemplary schools in Virginia and other states for 300 teachers and administrators. As a result of the visits, the DILENOWISCO staff and local teachers have developed innovative programs using individualized instruction, team teaching and the nongraded approach, and introduced individualized methods at five newly organized reading centers.

DILENOWISCO organized an institutional media unit, which has operated a media center and has helped member schools and school divisions in planning and developing their own instructional resource programs. The unit has disseminated pertinent research and development information to area educators and to the general public.

Two other special programs, a vocational education program called "Four I's" and a youth leadership development program, were begun in the fall of 1970. The Four I's (Introduction, Intervention, Investigation and Involvement) program aims at introducing youth to a broad range of occupational information and providing them with real work and learning experiences. It also offers special activities for elementary and high school students who are two or more years behind grade level. This aspect of the project will consist of a three-year program of occupational orientation, work experience, training and extensive counseling and guidance aimed at placing the youths either in a job or in a regular school vocational-technical program. The youth leadership development program concentrated on familiarizing the region's young people--both high school-age and college-age--with the problems and potential of Appalachia's development.

DILENOWISCO's staff plans to make more use of technology and mobile facilities, using vans to transport materials from the media center to participating schools. A mobile van classroom will also be used for the Appalachia lab's early childhood education program, soon to start at DILENOWISCO.
A few organizational changes took place in 1971. The curriculum and media units and a new early childhood education unit have been grouped into a single division of instruction; the special education unit and the Four I's program, along with a new K-12 career education program, have been placed in a division of special services. The youth leadership program—and some specialized staff positions in other areas—have been phased out. The changes, spokesmen say, are due to a shortage of funds and a need for better program coordination. Another reason, too, is the difficulty the cooperative has encountered in filling highly specialized jobs. As a result, DILENOWISCO plans to make more use of outside resource personnel used as short-term consultants instead of trying to recruit full-time positions.

Whether the cooperative concept will catch on more widely in Appalachia or in other rural areas of the nation is still a moot question. DILENOWISCO staffers admit they've had difficulties: there are problems with Virginia law, a dearth of long-range financing so far, staffing and other dilemmas that typically beset such organizations. But unquestionably, there are administrators and other educators in the region who have put their careers on the line for the cooperative idea. Many believe the future of cooperatives in the Appalachian area probably depends on four major factors:

- Acceptance of the concept by local administrators and educators.
- Legal operating status.
- Firm financial base.
- Up-to-date curricula for use in the cooperatives.
OTHER TYPES OF COOPERATIVES

While Appalachia's programs make an excellent case study, educators point out that they are not the only cooperatives under way. Indeed, there are thousands of school districts outside Appalachia that have discovered the value of sharing services, often without the help of an outside agent to show them the way. In most cases, their superintendents simply realized that without enough pupils or money to launch diversified programs on their own, cooperation offered the best—and often the only—route to improvement.

Most often program organizers across the nation have used the following methods for starting such cooperatives: Districts may come together spontaneously, with no help from any outside agent; they may be pulled together by a college interested in cooperative activities; or their catalyst may be supported by the federal government or by private foundations. In a few states, the department of education has been the prime mover behind cooperatives.

Spontaneous Cooperatives

When local school administrators themselves recognize the need for sharing services, they often join together in a voluntary spontaneous cooperative. Although few think of them this way, loose "cooperatives" have existed for years, as the Northwest lab report points out, in the form of jointly sponsored athletic leagues, speech contests and music festivals. Sometimes this kind of cooperation can lead to sharing in other areas. When school districts around Havre, Mont., began discussing how to schedule basketball games more conveniently, for example, the talk turned to other problems the schools faced. One administrator discovered that a neighboring district offered one class his students needed, while his schools provided a subject not available in the other district. As a result, the two districts began a small-scale student exchange.

In another step toward sharing, the Havre area schools decided to pool their money and hire consultants to do research and status studies. Each district agreed to contribute on the basis of pupil population, with the largest districts paying about $2,000 per year and the smallest about $500. The districts then signed contracts to formalize their agreement. Since then, the cooperative has ventured into other areas, such as joint purchasing of school buses.

So far, the Havre cooperative has been financed entirely by local funds and backed up by strong commitment from local administrators and board members. Northern Montana College has offered the schools some consultant help,
but most of the work has been done by the districts themselves. Without this commitment, experts say, spontaneous cooperatives may prove short-lived. "This type of organization is more meaningful than others in terms of personal commitment by the administration and staff of the schools involved," the Northwest lab study reports.

The College as Catalyst

Sometimes, school districts get major help in setting up their cooperatives from nearby colleges and universities. The resulting organizations frequently are called school study (or development) councils. One such cooperative, the Catskill Area School Study Council, has been active in New York State for about 20 years. Although school officials in the region had been interested in sharing services, they had not been able to get organized without outside help. The State U. of New York College at Oneonta provided the region's schools with the leadership and know-how necessary to get started.

In 1951, the college offered to assign to the prospective cooperative one faculty member who would spend half of his time as executive secretary of the new organization. His duties would be substantial. He was to help the schools outline programs, see that they were carried out and coordinate involvement of consultants from the college and other institutions. The college paid his salary and provided office space and meeting facilities for the cooperative.

The college has continued to help the Catskill Area School Study Council. It provides the executive secretary and office space for him, and space for a Saturday seminar program for area students. Many faculty members besides the executive secretary help the cooperative, as paid or unpaid consultants. Graduate students have also assisted in various capacities from time to time.

Member schools have proved their commitment to the cooperative by financing most of its $30,000-a-year budget. Each member district pays an annual fee based on pupil enrollment, ranging from about $75 for small districts to $350 for larger ones. Districts decide whether to participate in the study council each year after seeing its projected programs and budget. If any schools want more services than the council plans to offer, they can request that these be furnished on a special contract basis.

Study council programs involve school board members (School Boards Institute Programs), teachers (inservice, planning and development programs), students (Saturday and summer seminars) and members of the community (programs of special interest such as drug abuse). In some instances representatives from all of the above groups will come together. Of particular interest is the work involving the development of special proposals for state and federal assistance to local schools or to the region. The study council has been instrumental in helping with the writing and development of Title III proposals and more recently with an experimental schools proposal.

In the past decade, there has been a dramatic increase in the number of school study councils. PREP says there are now 81 such councils, some of which cover very large geographical areas. (One, for example, is open to schools across the nation.) These study councils commonly engage in such
activities as inservice training and cooperative research. They also share
information, film libraries, vocational programs and data processing equip-
ment, PREP reports. According to one recent study, councils ranked inservice
education as their most important activity. The councils sampled in the
study felt they were least effective in research and evaluation.

Supplementary Education Centers

Probably the most important single force behind the rapid growth of co-
operative projects in the 1960s, educators say, has been Title III of ESEA.
This legislation gives school districts specific incentives to set up multi-
district supplementary centers and to share services. The major problem with
these projects is not getting them started, however. The most difficult part,
authorities say, is to keep the projects going after the grants expire.

Authorities point out that three years or so may be too short a time to
get a new program fully established and to prove its worth. And even if mem-
ber districts are entirely sold on the value of a service activity, that
doesn't guarantee its future. "The theory is that if schools find a project
valuable, they'll find a way to pay for it," says Ray Jongeward of the North-
west lab. "But with the shortage of federal funds and the tax squeeze at the
local level, they sometimes can't afford all the things they need."

Many supplementary education centers have found ways around this finan-
cial bind--either by phasing over to local support or through additional state
or federal funds. A laboratory for treating and diagnosing learning disabil-
ities that serves five small to medium sized districts around Pocatello, Idaho,
survived by gradually transferring costs to local districts. Project
director Evelyn Thirkill attributes part of the laboratory's success to the
great need for the services it provides in the Pocatello area. She also be-
lieves that having special education personnel--in addition to administrators
--on the board of directors has helped keep interest in the program high.

In Florence, S.C., the PEE-DEE Regional Supplementary Education Center
is financed by a combination of local, state and federal money. The center
was financed originally by a Title III ESEA grant that provided reading as-
sistance, psychological services, program development and research services
to several districts in a depressed area of the state. Ten per cent of the
center's annual $250,000 budg t comes from member schools, which pay only $1
a pupil for service. The rest of the money comes from state-administered pro-
grams and other federal sources such as the Office of Education's Career
Opportunities Program.

Foundation-Supported Projects

Like other promising educational innovations, cooperative programs have
received substantial aid from some major foundations. In fact, many authori-
ties believe foundation-donated money has encouraged some of the most ambi-
tious, innovative attempts to solve the problems of education in small schools
through cooperation. Grants from foundations also have been a crucial aid in
financing a few cooperatives that reach beyond the boundaries of a single
state. The Western States Small Schools Project (WSSSP), for example, got its start through a 1957 grant from the Ford Foundation to the Colorado State Dept. of Education. The grant was to aid in developing means to overcome "barriers of extreme distance, severe terrain, population sparsity and other such contrived obstacles as county lines and local tradition" that stood in the way of quality education in Colorado. By 1962, the education departments of Utah, New Mexico, Nevada and Arizona had joined Colorado in the program.

The Educational Improvement Project, an attempt by the Southern Assn. of Colleges and Schools to help disadvantaged youths in several states, also was launched largely through foundation support. The project has fielded a variety of cooperative programs in Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana, Florida, Kentucky and Mississippi, ranging from preschool activities to efforts to help young adults hold their own in college. Funding, totaling about $28 million, has come from foundations such as Ford, Danforth, Mary Reynolds Babcock and Noyes, and from the Higher Education Act and the Office of Economic Opportunity.

But, like support from the federal government, foundation money also has an expiration date, after which project directors must go elsewhere in search of funds. The result often is financial uncertainty for the cooperatives involved. The Educational Improvement Project now is relying on local or state takeovers of some of its projects and is looking for more help from the government and foundations. WSSSP has turned primarily to federal sources.

Statewide Projects

In some parts of the country, the need to improve small schools has prompted statewide encouragement of multidistrict cooperation. In at least two cases, state departments of education have given the cooperatives the push they required to get started. One such effort, the Texas Small Schools Project (TSSP) emerged in 1959, after the Texas Board of Education expressed concern about education in the state's small school systems. Headed by an employee of the Texas Education Agency, TSSP has concentrated on finding ways to offer varied educational experiences to youngsters in the state's smallest schools. Any accredited school with fewer than 500 pupils in grades 1-12 is eligible for help from the project.

Member schools take part in TSSP on three levels: local, regional and statewide. Locally, each school conducts a self-improvement project, exploring new curricula and media and techniques such as flexible scheduling and team teaching. Before starting its project, each school must carry out a self-evaluation to determine just what direction self-improvement should take.

Schools are grouped into regional clusters that make it easier for them to work together on such things as inservice training. Inservice activities also are conducted at the state level each year under TSSP's auspices.

Although the Texas Education Agency provides the project director and part of his staff, much responsibility for the project's activities now rests with member schools, which pay most of the project's expenses. Membership has grown from 18 schools in 1960 to about 130 at present.
Georgia, too, has shared-service programs operating over much of the state. After a study showed that rural districts suffered from serious organizational shortcomings, the governor's office set aside $100,000 from the emergency fund to begin setting up new regional service agencies. Currently, the state has 10 such agencies, the largest of which serves 27 districts. Each agency employs curriculum specialists who train teachers and work with them in their classrooms.

In the Georgia cooperatives, school superintendents make up the board of directors and decide what subject areas need special attention from the regional organizations. The cooperatives are financed jointly by state and local funds. The state education department provides direct cash grants, and districts are expected to match the amount, either in money or in shared personnel.

In Minnesota, the push for a statewide network of cooperatives came more from local communities than from the state department of education. The cooperatives there are called educational research and development councils, although they provide supplementary services and demonstrations in addition to research and development. There are now six councils, which serve the majority of the school districts in the state and some private schools as well.

The Minnesota cooperatives were given great stimulus by the state's Joint Exercise of Powers Act, which permits districts to incorporate and to use funds for anything that a single school system cannot do for itself. Most of the councils are supported by a per-pupil fee paid by member schools, supplemented by Title III, ESEA, money and income from services and publications. Some councils even have special taxing privileges.

Legislation now under consideration in Minnesota would formalize the cooperative network throughout the state into 11 planning districts (called Minnesota Educational Service Agencies). In many cases, the new agencies would follow the boundaries previously set for the research and development councils. Plans call for the new organizations to function much like intermediate service agencies in other states.

**Urban Cooperatives**

Although most voluntary cooperative programs involve relatively small school districts, large systems, too, can profit from sharing. Several metropolitan areas, in fact, already have set up successful cooperatives. One of the oldest is located in St. Louis County, Mo., where districts banded together in the late 1920s to form an audiovisual cooperative.

Today the co-op is still functioning and offers a K-12 film library with 10,700 prints of curriculum-correlated films valued at over $1.5 million. To make sure all 300 member schools get full use of the audiovisual center, trucks deliver films to them every other school day. The cooperative also provides educational television services and has done research and development under special grants. In addition, it keeps up with legislative developments and maintains liaison with area legislators where educational matters are concerned.
Shared services programs also have grown up in the Cincinnati area, where 18 districts in the Hamilton County Suburban Schools Assn. began working together in 1965 to develop curriculum and to provide other extra services. Over the past six years, educators there have also set up regional resource centers for cooperating schools and a special center to provide an "action research approach" to new curricula and other services.

Even large cities with comprehensive educational programs of their own can gain from certain kinds of sharing—especially from projects which serve as a bridge between the city, its suburbs and outlying rural areas. Portland, Ore., for example, has been using such a cooperative program successfully for several years now, bringing children from the city and the areas around it to five residential camp centers in Multnomah County during the fall and spring. Children from different backgrounds are intentionally scheduled into camp at the same time so that each youngster gets experiences with other children which he could never have in his own classroom.

In southeastern Pennsylvania, educational and community leaders from five counties have formed a "Suburban-Urban Movement" to take a regional approach to planned educational change in the area for children from inner-city Philadelphia and its environs. The program places much emphasis on increasing cultural appreciation between city and suburban residents. A cooperative in the Hartford, Conn., area—the Capital Region Education Council—also operates a project, called METRO, aimed at equalizing regional educational opportunity.

Successful urban cooperatives also are being built on a new partnership between industry and education. In its study of cooperatives, PREP found three common types of urban industry-education cooperation: Specific job training programs and other activities which flow from industry to schools or groups of schools; industry-education councils, where leaders of business and education come together to improve communications among themselves and with the community; and educational councils or research centers, where industry personnel with special expertise help advise schools. PREP suggests still another way that cooperation among urban schools can be helpful: It can give large systems which are decentralizing the larger pupil bases that decentralized districts will need for certain types of programs.
WHAT DISTRICTS CAN SHARE

For most school systems—especially small and medium-sized ones—there is virtually no end to the ways services can be shared. "The number and variety of services which can be shared is limited only by the imagination of the personnel involved," says Roy G. Brubacher, state department consultant to Colorado's Boards of Cooperative Services.

In a few instances, districts have pooled their entire basic educational programs. Two remote Alaska districts, for example, settled on a student exchange: High school youngsters from Klawock district attended classes in adjoining Craig, while Craig's kindergartners went to school in Klawock. In upland Vermont, the neighboring districts of Concord and Waterford have held joint kindergarten classes.

But in the majority of cases, shared service activities are confined to supplementary areas, while basic programs and buildings stay in the hands of local districts. This still leaves much for a cooperative to do, however.

In upstate New York, for example, the Catskill Area School Study Council serves member districts with a wide range of special services. In its early days, this cooperative concentrated mostly on research, giving districts data on school staffing, building programs and financial matters. It also conducted some inservice training.

On receiving a Ford Foundation grant, however, its activities expanded measurably. It brought consultants from all over the country to help area teachers introduce flexible scheduling, new curricula, language laboratories and other new technology. Schools there were among the first in the country to use teacher aides. They shared counselors, nurses and medical staff and set up a central film library under the cooperative's aegis. A special seminar series for gifted youngsters was also started—and has continued up to the present. In 1970, there were 31 Saturday morning seminars for area high school students on topics such as computer programming, Oriental philosophies, cast metal sculpture and criminology.

But not all shared service programs are quite that ambitious. Many successful cooperative ventures have begun on a far more limited basis but have provided valuable aid. In north central Montana, for example, small schools in three counties started out sharing learning tools called MATCH-boxes, containing replicas of relics, artifacts, films and other materials to help familiarize children with life in distant places or from historical periods. The schools shared two MATCHboxes, called "The City" and "A Home in Ancient Greece," which cost about $500 each.
The districts chose the MATCHboxes for their first sharing effort because they could not afford a major investment—one school had only four students then. They also wanted something to demonstrate for parents the value of cooperation. The experiment has paid off. Educators report the MATCHbox program has helped pave the way for future cooperation in some districts.

The Northwest laboratory survey lists numerous other kinds of activities—both large and small that can be shared effectively: programs for reading improvement, handicapped children, migrant youth, early childhood education, guidance services, mobile vocational education, vocational counseling, educational television, standardized testing, media and materials preparation, personnel recruitment, computer utilization, cooperative purchasing, bus scheduling, sharing of administrative staff and amplified telephone conference calls.

Some of these shared programs help students directly. Some help teachers. Others concentrate on facilitation of a district's overall program. Here is how some districts have shared services to help pupils, teachers and programs:

**Services Focused on the Needs of Pupils**

As might be expected, educators report that the bulk of shared service programs set up in recent years has been aimed primarily at helping students directly. Cooperatively, schools have provided such services as guidance, psychological help, enrichment, better libraries and special instructional materials their youngsters may need. Many of these programs help teachers as well, by providing them with access to specialists and other resources which help them do a better job in the classroom. Here are some examples:

**Help Provided for Exceptional Children**

More schools have pooled resources for special education than for any other type of program, says the Northwest laboratory report. The report's authors cite several reasons. They say relatively few districts have enough exceptional pupils to make financing a program on their own economically feasible. (Usually only about 16% of any one district's pupil population require such services.) At the same time, they point out, there is widespread recognition today that every district should be doing something to meet the individual needs of all its pupils. And awareness is growing that most handicapped children can lead productive and self-fulfilling lives if they have sufficient help early enough.

In Compton, Calif., parents and educators recognized the pressing need of the area's exceptional children several years ago and began to do something about it. Shared service efforts to help the handicapped started in 1947, after a survey by local PTA members pinpointed the severity of the problem. By September of that year, Compton had opened a center for cerebral palsied children. Later on, officials added sight-saving classes for youngsters with severe visual problems and aural education for the deaf and hard of hearing. By 1968, eight districts were working together on a cost-exchange basis to help support the special education facility.
In northern Wyoming, five counties came to grips with the need to help their handicapped youngsters recently, when an adult rehabilitation center that had been caring for the children announced it was overcrowded. Luckily, Wyoming had just passed legislation enabling counties to form cooperative boards. The counties decided to use this approach to set up a boarding school for 60 children with serious mental and physical handicaps. Operation of the new institution, estimated to cost $500,000 for construction alone, will be financed in part through tuition from parents and local district funds. Planning was financed by a grant under Title III, ESEA.

The same sort of multidistrict approach has enabled small rural districts to set up sophisticated diagnostic and remedial centers that would have been unheard of in their areas a few years ago. As a result, these centers can discover learning problems early enough to correct them without disrupting children's lives. In Keene, N.H., a team of specialists treated more than 400 children in a three-year period, providing evaluations by psychologists, speech and language pathologists, social workers, educational consultants, pediatricians, psychiatrists and neurologists. Besides diagnostic work, the center's staff prescribed therapy for speech and language difficulties and for other problems. They have also helped school staff through special resource materials, teaching demonstrations and conferences that enable classroom teachers to cope more effectively with children who have special problems.

Educators in Olathe, Kan., have also kept exceptional children in their regular classrooms by employing a team of experts in cooperation with other schools. Educational specialists from the multidistrict Educational Modulation Center have played a prominent role on the team, working closely with teachers to prepare corrective materials. Special problems have been referred to other team members—social workers, hearing conservationists, psychologists, physicians and neurologists—if necessary. The team also includes school administrators and classroom teachers, who receive intensive training on how to adopt new techniques and materials.

**Enrichment Programs**

School districts usually share student enrichment efforts for the same reasons they share special education programs—either they do not have enough students to justify extra programs or they lack the resources to make the programs effective. A shortage of students is usually the problem where the gifted are concerned, says PREP, because each district typically has only a handful of extremely able students—and their intellectual needs and interests may vary tremendously. Enrichment for the general student presents difficulties, too. Although more students may be interested in areas like music, arts and the humanities, this is precisely where many small districts are weakest. And, as PREP points out, most small districts can't turn to their communities for assistance. Few have art museums, theaters and symphonies nearby to give them a helping hand.

Through shared service programs, however, many districts have minimized such problems by offering cooperative programs to broaden students' backgrounds. The areas receiving the most attention have been the natural sciences, fine arts, literature, social sciences and government.
Some cooperative programs have managed to give gifted students a taste of nearly all these subject areas. Usually it's been done through stimulating seminars held at a college or some other central location when school classes are not in session. In the Texas Small Schools Project, however, gifted youngsters are excused from classes on regular school days and transported to a nearby college to hear discussions of literature, fine arts, psychology and other topics. The excursions usually include only two to four students per school.

Other districts have concentrated on enrichment in a single subject area, offered at a level that typical students can appreciate. School districts around St. Johnsbury, Vt., for example, have been working with a local natural science museum to supplement their offerings in that field. Under the program, children from 55 districts have come to the museum for lectures and demonstrations arranged by the area's supplementary education center. The museum also has offered something for the gifted—a "junior curator" program to spur their interest in science.

Nashville's children's museum has helped districts throughout Tennessee strengthen science programs by sending displays on oceanic studies to visit schools on a tractor-trailer rig. And four districts in Washington state have come up with a novel way to enrich science programs. They chartered a plane to fly fifth- and sixth-grade youngsters over the state for an aerial view of geography, geology and conservation needs.

Youngsters in Washington also have received rich exposure to the fine arts through the Open Doors project, which has been serving the Puget Sound area. Under this program, hundreds of thousands of children have been introduced to the cultural resources of Seattle—ballet, theater, opera and concerts. Although some of the youngsters came from Seattle itself, particularly from the inner city, many others were sent on the cultural excursions by neighboring rural school districts. In nearby Oregon, rural districts in a four-county, bi-state area also have been sending pupils to metropolitan areas, this time to visit art museums during summer vacation periods.

While Oregon students traveled to museums for art enrichment, schools in sparsely settled northern New Hampshire brought artists to the classroom to introduce high quality arts and humanities programs. Working through Project Arise, headquartered in Lancaster, these districts invited well known artists to tour small public and private schools. The program has offered special workshops for teachers and students and a central library with everything from films to weaving looms to supplement the artists' presentations.

Shared social studies enrichment programs have also been popular, and many of them have emphasized acquainting students with ways of life in other countries. In Council Grove, Kan., local schools set up a mobile unit with media and materials on Latin American culture that reached about 2,200 students in rural schools.

Several schools in San Antonio, Tex., hired a foreign curriculum specialist from a university in Brazil to lecture on Latin American culture—a subject of great interest to San Antonio's many Spanish-speaking youngsters.
In some shared enrichment programs, the subject hasn't really been important at all. Instead, these programs simply bring youngsters from different backgrounds together to broaden their experiences. In Weaverville, Calif., for example, eighth graders from rural county schools traded places for a time with students from a junior high in a larger community nearby. In bigger cities, such student exchanges have been aimed at furthering racial understanding. Both Detroit and Chicago have experimented with programs which mixed students from inner city schools with those from other parts of the metropolitan area.

Programs for Minority Groups

Although the problems of minority groups in the nation's urban centers have attracted educators' interest in recent years, many of these youngsters always have--and still do--reside in rural areas. They are found in nearly all parts of the United States--Spanish-speaking in the Southwest and Far West, French-speaking in the Northeast Gulf Coast, Negroes in the deep South and Indians on scattered reservations. Yet, any one district may have just a few of these students. Like other special student groups, their needs can often best be met through cooperative projects, authorities say.

Many small school districts already have begun successful shared service programs for minority group children. In the Caldwell, Idaho, region, the stimulus came from an educational development center which collected research pointing to the attendance problems that plague children of migrant workers. The center's studies helped convince school districts in the area to employ bilingual teacher aides, to start using programmed instruction and to speed up the processing of migrant pupils' records. The center has also developed curricula that are especially suitable for migrant youngsters.

The Small Schools Project in Texas has also helped districts cope with attendance problems of minority-group youngsters--and of Anglo students as well. Project staff compiled statistical profiles describing the kinds of youngsters who were most likely to drop out of school in various parts of the state. The information enables schools to spot danger signals before it's too late to help.

In the South, the Southern Assn. of Colleges and Schools has set up an umbrella Education Improvement Project to help predominantly black schools in several states. Since the early 1950s the association had been interested in upgrading black colleges in the South and, in the process, staff realized that elementary and secondary schools also needed their help. In the mid-1960s the association began setting up educational improvement projects in various parts of the South, including rural areas like Wheeler County, Ga. and Overton County, Tenn. In many of these projects, personnel from colleges and state departments have been working with local districts to improve preschool education, cultural enrichment activities and the teaching of basic skills. The association has also opened urban centers to develop innovative educational approaches for disadvantaged city youngsters.

Similar projects--although smaller in scope--have improved education for minority groups elsewhere. A program at Devil's Lake, N.D., has encouraged
Indian youths to take a greater interest in education and has helped break down cultural barriers. The program has stressed guidance and counseling to keep pupils in school, where they have greater opportunities to learn various vocational skills. Youngsters with high academic potential have been given a taste of college life through a residential program at a local junior college.

French Canadian students along the rural coastal areas of Maine have received indirect educational help through a curriculum development project. The project set out to create a unified English language curriculum for linguistically handicapped pupils in area schools. It concentrated on training teachers and developing materials to back up the new curriculum.

Counseling and Guidance Programs

Some small school districts have shared guidance counselors for years, a fact that is not surprising since many systems can't afford a full-time counselor. But in growing numbers, school systems are turning to cooperative projects for more than just an itinerant counselor. They're getting a full range of pupil personnel services, with diagnostic specialists, psychologists and counselors at both elementary and secondary levels and in vocational education as well.

Just how far-reaching such cooperative efforts can be has been demonstrated by the Upper Red River Valley Project in Grand Forks, N.D. Serving many widely separated school districts (and several parochial schools) in a multicounty area, project staffers have concentrated on five areas:

- Senior Days, where college counselors and industry representatives describe career opportunities in various fields to high schoolers.
- Consultant services to help teachers cope with problem youngsters.
- Testing and test interpretation.
- Guidance services for elementary school children.
- Workshops to train teachers to become vocational counselors.

Whenever possible, project staffers travel to schools to conduct their programs. But when bad weather makes that impractical, they send videotapes to the schools that show important project activities. Videotapes have also been used to train vocational counselors. Interviewing techniques, explanations of group guidance procedures, up-to-date facts on college financial aid and group interaction processes have all been put on tape and shown to prospective counselors. The Red River Valley Project also provides member districts with diagnostic and remedial services concerning retardation and emotional problems. The cooperative's record shows just how great the need for its services has been. During the 1967-68 school year, the staff accepted 582 student referrals and completed 115 family case studies.

Mobile units have been the key to spreading pupil personnel services to schools around Harlem, Mont. A trailer unit pays periodic visits to all secondary schools near Harlem, providing students with vocational and occupational guidance. A team of specialists who travel with the unit includes an educational coordinator, a clinical psychologist, a social worker, a remediation specialist and a research coordinator.
In some other parts of the country, small rural districts are using shared counseling efforts for another purpose: to prepare country youngsters for life in larger cities where many of them may soon be going. In Colville, Wash., for example, a cooperative called Wide Horizons for Rural Youth has taken groups of youngsters to see firsthand the jobs that are available in urban and industrial areas. The project's rationale is that while lectures, reading materials and films may be helpful, they cannot take the place of on-the-job observation. The program also provided an opportunity for college-bound students to visit institutions of their choice for orientation sessions.

The Western States Small Schools Project has tackled vocational guidance a different way. This five-state cooperative has placed "career selection agents" in 14 small schools to teach a special course on occupational opportunities. The special teachers also arrange for on-the-job training and set up field trips, career days and assemblies. A central staff at project headquarters prepares the materials the teachers need to give students an integrated career preparation program.

Elementary counselors--still a rarity in many larger districts--are now beginning to appear in some small rural schools, thanks to cooperative projects. In Sumner, Neb., itinerant elementary counselors cover a three-county rural area, screening children for emotional disturbances, mental retardation or physical handicaps. Local counselors, teachers or administrators then refer such pupils to a school psychologist or some outside expert. The elementary counselors—who trained together at a nearby university—work through central administrative offices in area counties and towns.

Similar programs have been instituted at Elizabeth, Ill., and Hanover, N.H. These programs often use volunteers to supplement professional staffs. At an Elizabeth center, for example, high school seniors, supervised by a counselor, provide tutorial help to elementary students with learning difficulties. The counseling component of the Dartmouth-Lake Sunapee Center for Regional Innovation in Hanover has trained housewives with a high school education as home visitors. Their job is to gather vital information about children in the counseling program.

**Media Centers Fit Sharing Concept**

As many school districts are rapidly discovering, libraries and media centers are particularly adaptable to the shared service approach. Cooperative libraries give schools a better foundation for instructional programs and they're economical as well. When books and films are in constant circulation, the benefit-to-cost ratio is much higher for each district.

PREP reports a growing use of multipurpose media centers—each serving several districts—which house and repair such equipment as motion picture projectors, slide projectors, controlled readers, opaque and overhead projectors, video and audio tape recorders. These centers usually stock a wide array of audiovisual materials, and many employ staffs to train teachers to make better use of them. Once centralized resource centers are established, schools must then set up equitable circulation procedures—to make sure that schools farthest from the center do not feel cheated. Some projects have
been using mobile units to minimize this problem. In Vernon, Ala., a multi-
purpose instructional resources center sends materials to students via trial-
er unit. A supplementary education center in North Dakota uses a similar 
system for delivering library materials. But its vans do double duty, serving 
adults as well as children.

In a few areas, administrators have developed plans for circulating ma-
terials over entire regions. One of the most ambitious of these programs is 
in Iowa, where educators devised a regional plan for distributing Title II, 
ESEA, materials. They designated strategically located county boards of 
education as regional agencies to purchase and distribute materials in their 
areas. Individual schools need not buy any Title II materials on their own. 
Instead, they request what they need from the nearest regional center, which 
makes regular deliveries and pickups for them. The service takes in private 
as well as public schools in Iowa.

Under a distribution system set up in St. Elizabeth, Mo., for three 
mid-Missouri counties, local school libraries have been linked to a central 
resource center and to regional and state libraries. To make the system 
work, the schools hired a supervising librarian who helped participating li-
braries develop uniform cataloging and retrieval systems. They also employed 
elementary and secondary curriculum specialists to help teachers evaluate 
existing materials and select better ones, if needed. One of the project's 
major aims was to make teachers more aware of curriculum resources obtainable 
through the system. A number of other districts have improved library services 
by employing consultants on a cooperative basis.

School districts have also found it beneficial to design and share cur-
riculum resources in special subject areas. In South Carolina, for example, 
educators are using the shared services technique to provide first-class reading 
programs to a relatively depressed, multicounty rural area. Under the PEE-DEE 
Regional Supplementary Education Center at Florence, specialists have set up 
three regional reading laboratories—one each at the elementary, junior high 
and secondary levels—which provide equipment such as videotape recorders, 
audiovisual aids and other resources for teaching reading. Around Ellendale, 
N.D., the Coteau Hills Resource Center helps area districts through mobile 
units for teaching vocational education. Two units—one equipped for teaching 
electronics and the other for teaching power mechanics—visit 53 districts 
in a 13,000 square-mile area. They stay long enough for an itinerant teacher 
to present the course; then they move on to another district.

While most school districts have confined themselves to sharing conven-
tional media like films or printed materials, a few have ventured into less 
familiar areas—instructional television, for instance. PREP points to at 
least three parts of the country besides Appalachia where instructional tele-
vision is available to rural districts through cooperatives. One of them is 
northeastern Wisconsin, where Cooperative Educational Service Agency 9 (one 
of a statewide network of regional service agencies) has set up a nonprofit 
program that offers high quality instructional television to public and 
private schools on an economical basis. Another is the area around Umatilla 
County, Ore., where an instructional media center set up its own broadcast 
studio and provided programs via cable because rough terrain and remoteness 
made it impossible to receive the state-operated channel. The Rural Supple-
mentary Educational Center at Stamford, N.Y., also moved into educational television because of poor reception there. The center set up microwave translators on six mountaintops which enable schools in 20 districts to receive videotape lessons and some live educational television as well. In all three attempts to set up educational TV cooperatives, teachers play an important role in choosing programs for their youngsters.

The Stamford center also has made use of another communications device--the amplified telephone--which can make specialized instructors available to the most remote classroom. The center used the telephone hookup to let fourth-grade youngsters studying Eskimo culture talk with Eskimo students in Alaska. Other Stamford-area youngsters who were studying China talked with residents of New York's Chinatown. Several small schools in the Far West have used the amplified telephone to bring students a special art course. Combining a conference call with accompanying audiovisuals, a single teacher conducted art classes simultaneously in 11 schools in four states--Oregon, Idaho, Utah and Nevada.

In a few cases, educators have even used the cooperative approach to provide computer-assisted instruction (CAI) on a regional basis. Under the Northwest Regional Laboratory in Portland, a program called REACT (Relevant Educational Applications of Computer Technology) has brought CAI programs in vocational instruction and advanced mathematics to students as far away as Cascade, Idaho, and Anatone, Wash. Students worked at teletype terminals in their own schools, connected by telephone-line to a computer in Seattle. Students elsewhere in Washington have had an opportunity to use another unusual instructional device--a compact, portable film viewer that gives them lessons on a one-to-one basis in subjects that are often unavailable in rural high schools. Developed by Washington State U., the component has been used to teach welding, physical science, drama and electronics. Professors have been working to develop additional courses, too.

Services Focused on Helping School Staffs

Whatever a school system's size, educators usually agree that the quality of learning depends mostly upon the skill of the teachers. And it's up to the system to see that they have the resources--materials, money and supporting personnel--to keep their skills up to date. For small districts, the task is often difficult--but it's not impossible, according to the Northwest lab report, if schools work together. By pooling their resources even the smallest districts can hire consultants, conduct local inservice training and build up the professional libraries that teachers need to keep up with their fields.

Districts Share Consultant Services

With the breadth of the knowledge explosion, many educators now believe it is almost essential for up-to-date school districts to retain educational consultants. As PREP points out, the use of new media, the introduction of innovative instructional materials and techniques, the tendency for teachers to specialize more themselves--even at the elementary level--all have contributed to the need to keep expert help close by.
Yet, as many superintendents have discovered, it often is difficult to find highly specialized personnel who are willing to live in small communities, let alone accept the salary that a small district frequently is forced to pay. But, by working together, even the most remote areas have been able to hire high-quality consultants to strengthen existing programs and help introduce new ones. In Heber City, Utah, for example, the Northeastern Utah Multi-District Educational Cooperative furnished consultants in language and mathematics which schools there needed to implement new curricula based on individualized instruction. The specialists worked on everything from planning the overall curricula to giving advice on how to deal with spelling problems.

A supplementary education center in Idaho Falls, Idaho, has made it possible for schools in that area to get help in almost every subject area: mathematics, English, reading, counseling, social studies, science, graphic arts and library techniques. Besides furnishing consultants, the center also has assisted districts by keeping them in touch with new educational research and development findings.

The cooperative approach has even brought consultants to some of the nation's smallest schools--one- to five-room operations that still exist in a few remote areas. A mobile unit operated by the Kalispell, Mont., Instructional Resource Center has been bringing special teachers in science, music and art--together with all their equipment--to 26 rural schools in the area, many of which normally have only one teacher to run the whole instructional program. In Everett, Wash., a cooperative has tapped a source of expertise that districts often overlook: it simply asked area residents with special talents or knowledge to serve as consultants in specific fields. Staff members of CORPS for TIM (Coordination of Resource Personnel Services for Total Impact Movement) project reasoned that through the cooperative approach, the same associations, clubs and agencies which contributed to cultural life in individual communities could help serve schools in the entire region. The staff prepared a list of potential consultants in the 17-district region and made it available to local schools. Since the project's chief long-range interest was vocational education, representatives of business, industry and labor were tapped immediately to help teachers set objectives and design courses. The consultants also helped locate summer and part-time jobs for students.

Inservice Training Shared By Districts

In surveys of multidistrict educational efforts, it's hard to find many which don't have some inservice training, even if their primary purpose is to help students or programs. Sometimes the training amounts to nothing more than an effort to make teachers aware of a program's objectives and potential. More often, it involves getting them ready to take advantage of the concepts, techniques or services the program plans to introduce.

Shared services which put their major emphasis on inservice training are not unusual. One of the widest ranging programs is sponsored by the Texas Small School Project. About 500 to 600 teachers from small Texas schools attend week-long workshops in Austin every summer where they learn about new educational approaches. The Small Schools Project also sponsors regional training activities--mostly one-day conferences on specific topics.
Many smaller-scale teacher training programs, most of them aimed at familiarizing teachers with new curriculum advances, have also proved to be valuable cooperative activities. Colleges frequently play an important role in these programs. For example, Kansas State Teachers College helped elementary teachers from several counties in the east-central part of the state to design and use stronger science programs in their schools. The college conducted summer workshops and seminars to introduce one key teacher from each school to the new materials and techniques. Then graduates of the summer sessions held similar workshops to train colleagues from their home districts.

Many cooperative programs have taken advantage of new media to provide inservice training. The Catskill Area School Study Council has designed television courses to teach economics to school staff members who want to learn about the new social studies. The School Administration Dept. of the U. of Nevada has used an amplified telephone system to offer a course on "Crucial Issues in Education" to teachers and administrators in remote areas. The telelecture course is coordinated with texts, tape recordings and transparencies which go to participants ahead of time. After each lecture the trainees discuss essential questions with the lecturer over the two-way telephone system.

The Eastern Illinois Development and Service Unit (EIDSU) in Charleston spent one entire summer workshop showing teachers new techniques--micro-teaching, videotape playback, study models--that they could use later in their home districts for teacher training. EIDSU also devoted a great deal of its early effort to selling teachers on the value of the cooperative approach to problems. Partly as a result, districts in the 10-county area have pooled countywide libraries and joined forces in various other innovative enterprises besides the inservice venture.

Teachers aren't the only school staff who can be helped through shared service activities. Both the Alabama Assn. of School Administrators and the Oregon Secondary School Principals Assn. have set up internship programs for future administrators in several districts in their respective states. At Havre, Mont., Northern Montana College and districts in a multicounty area conduct joint training for teacher aides. And two medium-sized city school systems in upstate New York--Binghamton and Elmira--have been experimenting with a package that allows them to work as a consortium to train administrators and teachers. District officials expect the joint training effort will lead to cooperation on curricula, teaching methods and staffing patterns later on.

Multidistrict Centers Provide Curricular Services

Besides providing consultants and training, multidistrict projects can also help teachers by supplying supplementary curricula and other materials that further their professional skills. The Northwest lab survey reports extensive use of centers that provide a general range of services. In St. Cloud, Minn., for example, an "educational services council" has been offering curriculum leadership, coordination and stimulation to member schools in 15 counties. The council has concentrated on such areas as mathematics, high school science, fine arts and family life education for K-12.
Mobile units have also been pressed into service to deliver curriculum supplements to remote areas in some parts of the country. At Bayard, N.M., for example, semi-trailer vans have been supplying curriculum materials and instructional aids to seven school systems in 21 towns and villages. Mobile laboratories have been traveling throughout the region, stocked with curriculum services for counselors and for teachers of remedial reading, biological sciences, arithmetic, physical education, industrial arts and astronomy.

Cooperative projects frequently have helped give teachers the guidance they need to make better use of individualized instruction and educational technology. A typical example, says the Northwest report, is a supplementary educational services center at Ellensburg, Wash., which has been serving a nine-county area. Local teachers outline the kind of materials they'll need for specific curricula. The center then produces the materials, gears them for individualized instruction, and furnishes special equipment the teachers will need to use them.

In a few instances, districts have joined forces to set up professional libraries for their school staffs, complete with research and development data and other information on new educational trends and practices. Some of these libraries have been set up as part of instructional materials or media centers which also serve pupils. The instructional materials mobile unit at Vernon, Ala., for example, circulates books and media for teachers and students. It also conducts inservice training to help teachers use the materials effectively.

Some cooperative professional libraries cover specific subject areas. Several Minnesota counties, for example, share a professional library of mathematics materials that forms the basis for inservice courses and demonstrations. A resource center in Manistee, Mich., not only provides research data to schools in seven rural counties but also produces an educational journal of its own to interpret the research to local districts.

Services To Facilitate the Educational Program

Probably, most educators view shared services as a way to expand instructional offerings. But many others say they have found the cooperative concept to be a good business tool as well. The Northwest lab report cites several ways districts can pool resources to increase efficiency and cut costs, including cooperative purchasing, personnel recruitment and data processing. And there is still another way that cooperation can help administrators. It can provide the impetus for research and for experimental ventures that may lead to improvements in a district's overall educational program.

Cooperative Purchasing Pays Off

If a school administrator is interested in sharing services primarily to save money, the cooperative purchasing may appeal to him most of all. There is no doubt that schools do save money when they jointly purchase supplies in large quantities. The practice is widespread, both in rural and metropolitan areas. In a 1968 survey, Ralph A. Forsythe and Claude Eugene Hardin found 84 successful purchasing co-ops in operation, serving anywhere
from three to 60 districts. Administrators taking part in these cooperatives cited several advantages to the arrangement: Besides cash savings, the co-ops saved time in placing orders. School officials found that they could control their inventories more effectively and plan for their needs in advance. Further, joint purchasing often led to cooperation in other areas.

With the money they save from large-scale purchasing, many districts have found they can buy additional supplies and equipment they need to offer programs that are usually found only in wealthy or urban districts. The comprehensive regional educational services center in The Dalles, Ore., found, for example, that cooperative purchasing of media saved up to 27% of the usual cost to an individual district. The result: districts could afford a lot more media and materials.

**Districts Join Forces To Recruit Personnel**

When school districts join forces to recruit their staffs, they usually find two major advantages. First, they no longer have to spend time and money mailing out individual vacancy notices. At the same time, because the effort is regional, each district gets more applicants—often with higher qualifications—than it would have gotten if it tried to recruit on its own. Some cooperating districts have set up a central recruiting agency which prepares a brochure extolling the advantages of living in a given area and then distributes it to teacher placement agencies and colleges. Applicants write directly to the agency which, in turn, advises local administrators of the applicant's interests and qualifications. The regional approach to recruiting has been used by the Eastern Illinois Development and Service Unit and by Wisconsin's Cooperative Educational Service Agency No. 10.

Still more time can be saved in the business office by sharing data processing equipment, says the Northwest lab report. The Curriculum Enrichment Center at Norwich, N.Y., added a data processing center to its library to provide area schools with a spate of services—inventory cataloging, ordering library materials, invoicing and billing. Schools also used the equipment to keep payroll and personnel records and to meet other clerical obligations.

Sometimes districts which cannot afford data processing, even on a regional basis, have borrowed facilities from other, larger organizations. Schools around Lock Haven, Pa., for instance, have been using a computer center at a local college to keep attendance records, assist in pupil placement, schedule and test students and report grades to parents. Seattle, Wash., schools share a county-owned computer with county offices.

**Research and Planning—Another Bonus from Sharing**

Both a district's central office and its overall instructional program are likely to benefit whenever administrators start joint research and planning programs, educators say. Cooperative efforts enable each administrator to make decisions based on firm information about his system's cost, teachers and pupils. For most administrators of small systems, the cooperative marks the first time such data have been available at all.
Schools sharing research programs may set up a special operation of their own for that purpose or they may take advantage of research expertise at nearby universities. They may contract for studies of problems that affect the whole region—or they may ask researchers to concentrate on the needs of each individual school. Many cooperative research activities, like the Catskill Area School Study Council, manage to perform both kinds of research at the same time.

A sampling of the booklets produced by the school study council shows the variety of subjects that small schools might want to research. Besides a wealth of financial information, the council has published pamphlets on such diverse subjects as school aides at work, learning in small groups and helping children learn how to study. It has also done surveys to find out what teachers in the region need in economics and social studies, elementary and secondary science, audiovisuals and other areas. Information gleaned from these studies has helped some participating schools move from traditional programs to classrooms which feature individualized instruction, flexible scheduling and new curricula of various sorts.

Other cooperatives have also helped guide small schools toward new techniques for organizing the classroom. Some of the most extensive work in this area has been done by the Western States Small Schools Project, which has helped isolated schools in New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado and Nevada experiment with a gamut of innovations: programmed math and English, nongraded elementary classes, computerized modular scheduling and various self-instructional programs. The experiments were aimed, in part, at helping small schools offer a diversity of programs despite their small staffs.

Other Cooperative Ventures Listed

While the sampling of shared service activities in this chapter is far from complete, it does illustrate how many different ways schools can join forces to improve their educational programs. The Northwest lab report suggests still other areas that might lend themselves to cooperation: hot lunch programs (some of them carried by mobile units), driver safety education programs and health services of all kinds. The survey also suggests wider use of cooperative professional libraries to give teachers more materials to back up extension courses and other inservice work.
INTERMEDIATE EDUCATION UNITS

One of the major obstacles to the growth of shared service programs, educators say, has been their lack of sanction by state education laws. In many states, districts in neighboring counties are prohibited by statute from setting up joint boards of education to govern cooperative projects. In others, cooperatives cannot qualify for educational grants from the state—a snag that imposes severe financial limitations on program development.

But recently educators have been experimenting with a new, broader form of shared services that is free from these restrictions. Made possible by changes in state laws, a special multidistrict school authority has the job of providing special services to groups of school districts. Its name: the intermediate educational service unit.

In some ways, intermediate units function just like other cooperatives. They offer sophisticated, expensive programs to a number of local districts which use—and pay for—services on a cooperative basis. But intermediate units also have important advantages that less formal co-ops cannot match. They are a recognized part of the state’s educational structure, with their functions spelled out in state law. Many receive considerable amounts of money from state departments of education, as much as local districts do. As a result, authorities say, intermediate units possess more stability—and stand a better chance of survival—than almost any other cooperative arrangement.

The growth of these new agencies has been one of the fastest—and, according to many authorities—one of the most significant educational developments of the past decade. Fourteen states now have intermediate service units of some sort operating in their territory or have passed legislation to permit their establishment. And more seem to be on the way, if legislation pending in some states passes.

While many of these new intermediate units serve a broad area encompassing several political subdivisions, most comprise only a single county. But as spokesmen for the intermediate unit concept are quick to point out, the new organizations scarcely resemble traditional county boards of education. In fact, authorities say, such units often have been established precisely to replace traditional county boards which have outlived their original functions.

As reorganization has made rural districts larger and more self-sufficient, the need for county office supervision has diminished. At the same time, however, new needs have arisen. Even reorganized districts often are too small to mount well rounded programs in vocational and special education,
inservice training and other areas which require large enrollments. Many states have solved the problem by simply abolishing county offices—and replacing them with intermediate service agencies.

Like county offices, the units are "intermediate" agencies in the sense that they stand between state departments and local districts. But unlike county offices, their chief mission is not regulation and supervision in most states. It's to provide districts throughout a state with top-quality service programs.

What Are the Issues?

Setting up intermediate education units is just like creating any other entirely new institution—it requires a great deal of careful planning and thought. The new agencies must be tailored to fit into a state's educational system without disrupting existing relationships. They must begin a wide, new range of service activities without duplicating those already in existence—and without stepping on prerogatives of other agencies.

How can states go about this delicate process of creating intermediate units? Authorities say there is no one answer that applies to every state. Each unit must be shaped to fit individual state traditions and needs. But Robert Isenberg of the American Assn. of School Administrators, a recognized authority on intermediate units, notes the points on which educators seem to agree. Among them:

- There should be a definite state plan for establishing the new units and their areas should be approved by the state department of education. Otherwise, their development may be haphazard.

- Each unit should cover a large enough area to include the pupil base necessary for sophisticated programs—ideally, 60,000 to 100,000 youngsters. "If there's a question," Isenberg says, "it's better to make them too large than too small. You can always divide them into smaller units if they're too large, but if they're too small, it is never possible for significant service programs to ever really get under way." (In some parts of the country, however, this ideal may prove unrealistic because of sparse population. Only four states—Colorado, Michigan, Ohio and Texas—specify a minimum pupil population for their regional units, and their figures range from 5,000 to 50,000 students.)

- The scope of regional program activities should be comprehensive rather than special-purpose, with an emphasis on flexibility. Educational needs among local school districts vary in different parts of a state, and they change continuously.

- Only programs of the highest quality should be undertaken. That's why the new units were set up in the first place.

Units in most states share certain characteristics, too. Their services are usually available to all public schools within their territory (and often to private schools as well); most provide additional services to individ-
ual schools on a contract basis; most are run by governing boards chosen directly or indirectly by the people.

Despite these points of agreement, however, several important questions about what constitutes the "best" intermediate system remain. How should they be financed? What specific services should they offer? Should cities take part? How much authority should the new agencies have?

Should Intermediate Units Be Autonomous Local Agencies?

In most states, intermediate education units function somewhat like local education agencies, with independent governing boards which set policies and plan programs. This arrangement, most authorities feel, gives the units the flexibility they require to provide whatever services are most needed in their areas. At the same time, however, authorities caution that the units should not have so much independence that they overpower local school districts. Instead, a system of checks and balances should be applied which protects local districts and—at the same time—leaves the intermediate agency enough authority to do its job.

In many states the unit board itself serves as a safeguard for local districts. Local school boards elect the people to serve on the unit board, often from their own membership. Another safeguard frequently employed is to set up councils of administrators from local districts to advise the unit staff. Few states require these advisory councils in law; nonetheless, nearly every intermediate system has worked out some arrangement that gives district administrators a say in unit operations. In some intermediate agencies, unit staff members in charge of specific program areas also work closely with advisory groups composed of local school personnel in their fields.

A few states have gone even closer to local district control by giving member school boards power over their unit's purse. In Michigan, for example, district boards review and approve intermediate unit budgets. In Oregon, units must have the approval of a majority of the school boards in their regions to levy taxes.

Indeed, many feel that budget approval power is the most certain means of guaranteeing that intermediate units stay responsive to local needs. "It keeps everybody honest," says E. Robert Stephens, associate professor of educational administration at the U. of Iowa.

On the other hand, experts also caution that the new units should have some money to spend on their own. Otherwise, they can easily be rendered helpless. As a compromise, Isenberg suggests giving intermediate units complete authority over some funds. "It doesn't have to be much—perhaps as little as $3,000 or $4,000," he explains. "But it should give the unit a chance to hire consultants to show what needs to be done."

Most states also give districts the right to say "no" to specific services which their unit offers—an approach many experts believe has definite advantages. "Suppose a district creates its own program, even if it's small-scale, and then someone from the unit says it's no good," Isenberg notes.
"District personnel can't help feeling resentment, and they may never admit the new program is as good as the one they already put their hearts into," Isenberg says. He thinks one good approach is to let each district recognize the value of the intermediate unit in its own good time. According to most authorities, districts usually do reach this point rapidly if their units offer top-quality programs.

Is it possible for an intermediate unit to clip the wings of a local school district? Those who favor the unit approach concede that this can happen. They insist, however, that it comes only when a legislature gives its units powers they don't really need to carry out service functions. "There's nothing in the unit concept itself that should interfere with local district prerogatives," Isenberg points out.

An Alternative—The State Department Branch Approach

If officials have doubts about giving intermediate units the authority of local education agencies, one other alternative is open. They can set up agencies as regional branches of the state department of education.

Those who favor the state department branch approach point to these advantages: First, state departments often have people on their staffs with the expertise to provide unit services. Second, the system enables officials to develop and coordinate new programs evenly throughout the whole state. Finally, state resources can provide financial stability that more autonomous units might find enviable.

Those who favor the local agency approach, however, point to potential dangers in the state agency branch system. For one thing, they note, under a statewide system, both staff and job descriptions probably would have to conform to civil service regulations—a factor that might limit flexibility.

Also, state departments might be tempted to shift too many administrative duties to their regional branches, eclipsing services there. And, while the branch system might encourage uniform program development throughout a state, if resources are limited, the programs might be universally weak. By contrast, they say, under the local agency approach, units which want to start more ambitious programs are free to forge ahead on their own.

No matter which structure a state chooses, however, authorities say there should be close linkage between state departments and intermediate units. State department backing nearly always has been essential to get intermediate unit legislation passed, and once the units are established, they must conform to state education policies and regulations. Many units serve as a channel of communication between state departments and local districts, and some manage to carry out a few regulatory functions without sacrificing services.

Even authorities who strongly favor the local agency approach say that intermediate units can be effective as state department branches if pitfalls are avoided. "Certainly, this is one workable way of doing it," says Isenberg.
What Happens to County Offices?

Establishing intermediate education units usually has a dramatic effect on one other part of a state's educational structure—the county school office. In most states, officials have simply abolished county offices when the new agencies were put into operation. Only two have kept their county offices intact—Nebraska, where county offices have minimal service functions, and Texas, where units are so immense that educators feel some other intermediate agency is still necessary.

Ironically, however, in most states it has been the county school officers who have been the prime movers in the effort to establish regional agencies. Frequently, associations of county school officials have initiated the studies that made the need for larger intermediate service organizations evident. Thus, states have generally treated displaced county office personnel gently, often giving them key posts in the new structures. In Pennsylvania, the law guarantees them first chance at top unit positions.

How Should Units Be Financed?

Closely related to the question of autonomy for intermediate units is the problem of how they should be financed. Should they have the power to levy their own taxes? Should they be financed largely from the state capital? Or should they be dependent on participating districts for support?

Many experts refuse to generalize on the financial question, pointing out that the answer depends largely on each state's overall plan for financing education. And, authorities point out, most financing methods have weaknesses as well as strengths. For example, state financing is usually regular and dependable. But many states traditionally have underfinanced state-level service programs. So why should they finance regional services any more generously? If units are dependent on participating districts for funds, local control is assured but their service programs may never get off the ground. Most authorities agree that to give units some taxing power is a good way to ensure program flexibility. Legislators in many states are reluctant to create new taxing authorities and in New York State it's unconstitutional.

Many legislatures also have been reluctant to give the new units the power to incur long-term debt or to own real property. These limitations have created real problems in some states. Currently, only those units in New York and Michigan can hold title to real property, and in New York, ownership comes through a roundabout method: Intermediate agencies borrow money from the state's dormitory authority and repay it over time in the form of rent. In other states, units sometimes have been forced to make do by converting unoccupied buildings and other temporary quarters. Experts say the problem is especially crucial in rural areas, where suitable facilities are usually occupied—if they exist at all.

In states which have given their intermediate units taxing authority, it has often turned into a valuable tool for equalizing education. In Oregon, for example, intermediate units levy taxes uniformly throughout their
areas. Michigan units also employ tax equalization features. Of course, even these efforts do not contribute to educational equalization in different parts of a state, but they do help at least within the unit's territory. Some further equalizing effect comes through state aid, and the tendency has been for states to provide more money to support intermediate units than they gave county offices, authorities say. And even when states don't provide extra funds, economies resulting form regional operations often make the money go further.

**What Kinds of Services Should an Agency Provide?**

Once an agency has been organized and its financial foundation made firm, a major decision still must be made about what the new unit is supposed to do. Should it stick to providing special services, or should it take on administrative and regulatory responsibilities, too? Some who have worked closely with intermediate units feel that the focus should be kept on providing services. Prof. Robert Stephens, for example, fears that if a unit takes on too many administrative jobs, it can end up neglecting the service end of its job. In at least one state, regulatory responsibilities given to intermediate agencies backfired against the whole unit program. When the units were asked to help reorganize school districts, the localities which opposed redistricting then refused to cooperate in unit-sponsored service activities.

On the other hand, many units have proved that certain administrative tasks can be carried out better on the regional level than they can from the state capital. For example, when a New York unit was given the job of handling teacher certification, it cut a nine-month backlog in Albany to almost no waiting period at all. In Michigan, units have been auditing each school district's budget and student census to the satisfaction of both local districts and the state agency. AASA's Isenberg suggests units might also handle jobs such as adjudicating school boundary disputes, interpreting new state laws and regulations and even helping to plan school reorganiza-
tions. But he cautions that it might be best to give such responsibilities to the new units after they've had time to build strong rapport with local districts.

Most authorities also suggest that units consider another major point in planning programs--they should avoid taking on so many different services that they can't do a top-quality job in any one area. "There are more things that a regional agency needs to do than it can possibly do well," says Isenberg. "The agency must establish priorities based on what it can accomplish."

Even worse, authorities say, agencies may end up doing things that districts should do themselves and possibly even perpetuate inefficient school districts. Most authorities insist that units should only do things which local districts cannot afford to do on their own. If the units do begin innovative small-scale programs as examples to school districts, these programs should be pushed onto member districts' shoulders as soon as possible. Ideally, says Isenberg, units should always be moving toward higher-order functions--diagnostic work, clinical services, inservice training. "The danger," Isenberg points out, "is that once a unit has started a program, they'll keep doing it just because they have an item for it in their budget."
Should Cities Be Included?

In earlier days, major cities usually were left out of intermediate unit territory, often by choice, because they felt they could provide all the services they needed on their own. In New York, for example—site of the earliest unit development—the state's six largest cities were excluded from the intermediate system by law because the program was conceived largely as a boost for rural schools.

More recently, however, experts say the trend has been to include large cities, or at least to give them the option of joining intermediate units if they wish. In Iowa, Michigan and Washington, for example, cities are included as full partners. In Colorado and Nebraska city participation is optional (and many cities have chosen to join).

In Pennsylvania, legislators solved the problem by making Pittsburgh and Philadelphia independent intermediate units. The Philadelphia unit includes the surrounding county, which traditionally has been under the jurisdiction of the city board of education.

The chief advantage of including the cities, experts say, is the value of building bridges between the city and the area around it. City participation also makes it easier for units to engage in long-range regional planning, a task which often brings them into a close working relationship with other regional organizations such as economic development agencies.

Cities can also present a problem, however, experts caution, when it comes to electing a regional unit board. Laws frequently provide that agency boards can have no more than one member from each district—and cities, with their huge pupil populations, may feel underrepresented.

One way around the situation has been used in Pennsylvania, where boards are elected according to a weighted vote that allows for proportional representation. In some other states, part of the board is elected at large.

What the States Have Done

In reality, authorities say, there is probably no one way to form an intermediate education agency. Each state must set up units which correspond to its traditions, its existing educational arrangements and the local political climate. But the variety of units which have been functioning effectively in the states proves that high-quality programs can be provided under a number of different legal frameworks.

The new organizations go by many different names: In Michigan and Washington, they're known as intermediate school districts; in Wisconsin, they're cooperative educational service agencies; in Nebraska, they're educational service units; and in New York, they're boards of cooperative educational services. Laws regulating the units vary widely, too. Some states have created highly autonomous organizations, while others have subordinated them to local districts or to the state department. Here, arranged roughly in order of independence, is how units work in fourteen states:
Michigan—Intermediate School Districts

In many ways, the intermediate districts in Michigan are typical of such organizations in most other states. They are governed by lay boards of education which hire the intermediate district superintendent and other key staff, set their salaries, draw up each year's budget, plan service programs and see that they're carried out. (Members of unit boards are nominated by petition and elected by local district boards.) Units are eligible for state aid and can contract with local schools on a reimbursable basis.

But Michigan's units also have additional powers which place them among the most independent and autonomous intermediate agencies in the nation. Under current state law, they can levy taxes for vocational and special education, issue bonds for capital spending and buy property or put up buildings—all privileges which few intermediate systems possess. Michigan law guarantees local school districts a role in the units' operations. Intermediate units must submit their budgets to local boards for approval; local school administrators customarily help units select and plan services; and no district can be forced to take a service it doesn't want.

Michigan has been moving toward the intermediate unit concept since 1949, when laws were first passed permitting establishment of regional boards of education. In 1962, the movement accelerated when the legislature required counties with less than 5,000 pupils to consolidate and form intermediate districts. By 1971, 59 intermediate districts had been formed, some of them involving mergers of two or more counties. Although many single county intermediate districts still exist, they have had no ties with other segments of county government since 1964. Some Michigan educators believe it will take still more multicounty consolidations before intermediate districts reach their full potential for service there. Most mergers so far have been in sparsely settled rural areas.

Nonetheless, some single-county intermediate districts—particularly those in metropolitan areas—have come up with the most comprehensive programs. Many provide special and vocational education, operate centers for diagnosis and prepare new instructional materials. They carry on educational research and testing and provide data processing services. Besides training teachers, counselors and administrators, they help cooks, bus drivers, office staff and maintenance personnel learn their jobs. Many units also serve as a central purchasing agency for food, paper stock, machinery, fuel and buses.

Iowa—Regional Educational Service Agencies

While Iowa's regional units have slightly less autonomy than those in Michigan, they're still more independent than intermediate agencies in most states. Although Iowa units can tax to support their programs, they cannot float bonds for facilities or own real property. On the other hand, Iowa units do not have to submit their budgets to participating local boards, as Michigan's must. Still, Iowa educators insist their units are quite responsive to local districts, in part because the state has a strong tradition of local control and unit board members respect it.
Intermediate units have evolved gradually in Iowa through a series of laws permitting more cooperation among school districts. Cooperation has been possible on the county level since 1947, when new laws gave each county the right to elect boards of education with the power to levy taxes. After statewide studies pointed to the need for further consolidation, the legislature gave county boards the right to hire a single superintendent to run systems in more than one county. The new law, passed in 1957, also permitted counties to sponsor joint service programs.

In 1965, however, the regional concept really took hold in Iowa when the legislature authorized formation of merged county school systems. Under the new law, counties can combine their boards of education into one cooperative (upon approval of the voters and the state board of education). The merged counties function as regional service units, much like enlarged local education agencies. Each regional board has seven members: six are elected from predesignated political subdivisions and one is elected at large.

By 1966, the first merged county system had been formed in Iowa, and by 1971, nine regional units had taken shape. A state plan, which spells out unit boundaries, calls for eventual formation of 16 regional agencies to take in all school districts in Iowa. Boundaries of the new units generally correspond to those previously set for community college and area vocational school districts.

While the nine units in Iowa have reached various stages of program development, nearly all now provide some special education services. Many of them also offer educational media services and provide central film libraries and media consultants for schools. Some units also furnish curriculum specialists in various other subject areas and a few are moving into data processing.

Nebraska—Educational Service Units

Nebraska is another state where independent intermediate units coexist with a strong tradition of local district autonomy. The desire for local school control in the state has been so strong, in fact, that it has hindered school reorganization. In 1965, when the intermediate unit system was passed into law, only 163 of the more than 2,000 Nebraska districts had over 300 pupils, and some educators there viewed intermediate agencies as a way around this dilemma.

The Nebraska legislature came up with a plan to blanket the state with 19 intermediate units. The units would be governed by popularly elected boards --to consist of a representative from each county plus four members elected at large--with considerable independence. The board would have both the power to tax and to purchase property. Although the law kept the tax rate low--only one mill on the dollar--unit boards would be largely free to decide how to spend the money collected. Local autonomy was protected in the Nebraska plan by making it very easy for a county to pull out of its unit. Any county could refuse to take part--and thus escape taxation--if membership in the unit was voted down in a referendum. And if only a very small percentage of the county's citizens objected to the unit, the issue had to be placed on the ballot.
A statewide effort to defeat the unit system was organized shortly after the legislation was passed, and petitions for withdrawal were filed in 79 of the state's 93 counties. In the final analyses, however, only 19 counties voted themselves out of their units, and over 90% of the state's population took advantage of the new service programs.

Since the intermediate units have become more firmly established in Nebraska, new laws have made county withdrawal more difficult. In addition, the number of units has been reduced—from 19 to 17. Although funding for unit programs has remained somewhat limited due to a low tax rate and minimal state aid, many Nebraska units have been active in special education, vocational rehabilitation and instructional materials centers.

**Oregon—Intermediate Education Districts**

Oregon's intermediate education units enjoy considerable independence, although local districts and the state department of education retain some control over their activities. While the units can levy taxes and launch new programs, all such moves must be approved by two-thirds of the member school districts which, taken together, enroll a majority of the pupils in the service area. If the services offered are to be financed by taxes, the state superintendent also must approve the plan. If a unit provides services to districts on a reimbursable basis, however, it needs no outside approval.

Units offer such things as instructional media, inservice training, special education and group purchasing. But since nearly all the state's 29 units operate at the county level, some lack enough pupils to develop full-scale activities. Although legislation permitting multicounty mergers has been on the books since 1965, only one merger has taken place so far. In addition, six counties in the state are outside the intermediate unit structure altogether.

Oregon did come close to adopting a true regional unit approach in 1969, when a study commission recommended that all 36 of the state's counties be grouped into 15 units. Although the plan came very close to passage, legislators could not agree on a taxing formula and the entire program was dropped at the last minute.

**Wisconsin—Cooperative Educational Service Agencies**

Of all the statewide intermediate unit plans in existence, Wisconsin's probably does the most to keep the new agencies under local district control. As Wisconsin educators point out, that state's very conception of what an intermediate unit should be differs from what most states are developing. The Wisconsin unit "is designed not as an agency for providing services but to facilitate and coordinate the development of multidistrict service programs over which it exercises little control or direction," said John R. Belton of the Milwaukee public schools in an issue of *Journal on State School Systems*. "It is a catalyst. It is conceived as organizational machinery to make regional service programs available while permitting local school districts to maintain complete autonomy."
Wisconsin's weak intermediate unit system is more the result of political necessity than design, authorities say. A study conducted by the State Dept. of Public Instruction and the U. of Wisconsin actually recommended a much stronger type of unit, with power to tax and with major responsibilities for leadership and service. But the proposal failed to attract the support of Wisconsin's local educators and board members, and a compromise brought the present Cooperative Educational Service Agencies (CESA) into being.

Under the compromise legislation, passed in 1964, the 19 CESAs, blanket- ing the whole state, were created chiefly to help local districts coordinate their own cooperative programs. Units can provide services only at the request of local districts; they have no authority to initiate programs on their own. Administrators from local districts form an advisory committee which helps unit boards make decisions.

Financially, units are almost entirely dependent on contracts with local districts for support. Their annual state subsidy, now $39,000 per year, chiefly covers only the cost of administering each unit, although units now can use any money left over to obtain consultant services for member schools. Districts, of course, can refuse to participate in unit programs if they wish.

Without authority to initiate services, some agencies have had a difficult time developing active programs. But several have helped districts in their areas to organize cooperative programs under Title III, ESEA, grant.

At least one agency has an active educational television program going. In addition, four regional data processing centers are being set up in Wisconsin on the basis of the agency's geographic divisions. The state department has agreed to supplement local school contracts to help pay for the data processing services.

**Colorado—Boards of Cooperative Services**

Like Wisconsin's cooperative agencies, intermediate service agencies in Colorado depend on contracts with local districts to finance their programs. But in one respect, the Colorado system is even weaker than Wisconsin's. Colorado districts must vote the new agencies into existence if they want special services.

Whenever two or more districts are interested in setting up cooperative boards, their local school boards must pass a resolution and appoint a representative to serve on the new agency's board. The cooperative board then draws up a constitution and bylaws, to be ratified by local districts.

Despite such restrictions, however, most school districts in Colorado have opted for the intermediate unit approach. Since the enabling legislation was passed in 1965, 151 of the state's 181 districts—including some of Colorado's large metropolitan areas—have voted to join cooperative programs.

The units offer services such as vocational and technical education, social guidance and family involvement, preschool education, curriculum development, bilingual education, inservice training and various administrative aids.
Pennsylvania—Intermediate Units

Pennsylvania spokesmen emphasize the fact that control of their new regional intermediate units, which began operations in July 1971, remains in local hands. But their unit program does contain one mandatory feature most states have left out of their plans—limiting a district's right to reject unit services.

While no Pennsylvania district has to accept all the services its unit decides to offer, it must prove, before refusing a particular service, that it already has an adequate program in that area which meets state standards. Otherwise, if a majority of the local districts in the region agree that the service should be offered, reluctant districts must participate. And districts cannot vote themselves out of their units altogether, as they can in some states. The state plan, shaped by the State Board of Education, places every district in one of Pennsylvania's 29 units.

"The purpose of the intermediate unit is to improve educational service in the whole state," says David M. Kurtzman, secretary of the Pennsylvania State Dept. of Education. "Consequently, the feeling is that the intermediate unit may compel some districts to get into programs which they, for a variety of reasons, don't want to participate in."

Despite the restrictions, however, a good deal of the authority for operating the unit does remain in the hands of local school districts. Each unit's budget is subject to approval by local boards of education, and its chief advisory council is made up of administrators from participating districts.

The unit board members are elected under an unusual formula designed to insure fair representation for each member district. They are chosen from members of local boards at an annual meeting, and local boards which represent more pupils get a larger share of the vote.

With no taxing authority of their own, Pennsylvania units rely on local districts for support, based on a per-pupil contribution, and on considerable assistance from the state. The state office, in fact, finances the units much as it did the old county offices, which were abolished before the unit plan took effect. State law guarantees the regional units shall not receive less state aid than their components would have under the old county system.

In its relationship to the state education department, Pennsylvania's units are just what their name implies: an "intermediate" level between state education organizations and local district boards. The units do not inherit regulatory and record-keeping functions which the county offices performed for the state department. Instead, their chief job is providing leadership and service—curriculum development, educational planning, inservice education, pupil personnel services and management assistance. This year, unit boards, staff and local administrators are analyzing existing service programs to determine which ones should be added. Whenever possible, services that have operated out of county offices will be shifted onto the shoulders of local districts, leaving intermediate units free to concentrate on more sophisticated services.
Texas—Regional Educational Service Centers

The new regional service centers in Texas stand somewhat closer to that state's educational agency than their counterparts in most other states. The Texas units do have elective governing boards, which plan programs and choose the unit director.

But each of the directors owes some responsibility to the Texas Education Agency (TEA)—particularly where statewide planning is concerned. And TEA employs a special assistant commissioner to coordinate the centers' programs.

Although local districts do help pay for service programs, Texas centers depend heavily on the state agency for financing. TEA draws on a somewhat unusual source for its share of the bill. It funnels Title III, ESEA, money into the units to cover staffing and operational expenses as well as some programs. Texas units are specially protected, however, from having to carry out regulatory functions for the state department.

Originally, the Texas program was not conceived as an intermediate unit system at all. In 1965, when the state passed the first enabling legislation, the units were envisioned as regional media centers, designed to provide films, tapes and other educational materials to areas comprising about 50,000 pupils. Only 20 of them were to service all districts in the state.

Even before the media centers could start operating, however, Texas educators decided their plan was a halfway measure. The state agency, recognizing the need for long-range planning, wanted detailed information on local demography, economics and social trends. It also needed an overall state strategy to coordinate federal funds coming into the state under ESEA. The intermediate units, TEA felt, were the logical choice to do both these jobs and some additional ones as well.

As a result, the legislature passed a new law in 1967 that authorized the media centers to venture into new areas of responsibility. Besides media services, they would be providing inservice and preservice education, curriculum assistance, special education and pupil diagnostic services. They would help coordinate Title III, ESEA, projects in their regions and assist with state planning. At the same time, local district administrators would help select which services should be offered, and each district could refuse any program it didn't want.

Because the Texas centers cover such large geographical areas, their operations involve a few unusual features. First, instead of abolishing existing county offices, as most states have, Texas authorities have kept them in operation to perform chores which are outside the scope of the new service agencies.

Second, the units' governing boards are selected by an intricate process in which each local board nominates a representative (usually the superintendent of schools). These local board representatives form a joint committee to elect a lay board for the regional agency. The indirect election process permits representatives from widely separated districts at least to talk things over before they make final board choices.
Washington—Intermediate School Districts

Besides providing educational services, intermediate units in Washington State also carry out certain supervisory, regulatory and quasi-judicial functions for state-level educational organizations. These functions were inherited from county school offices which the units replaced; legislation now pending would eliminate many of them and help establish the intermediate units in Washington more clearly as service agencies. The units rely on a combination of sources for financing, including county, state and federal funds. But just over 20% of their budgets is usually contributed by local districts.

Washington made its first move toward the intermediate unit concept in 1965, when the legislature permitted local school districts to join together to form regional units. Progress was slow, however. In the next few years only six intermediate districts were set up under this provision, and only two of those took in more than one county. So in 1969, the legislature mandated formation of intermediate districts throughout the state, and the state board of education decided on 14 of them. The new units, which vary in size from one- to six-county operations, provide inservice training, prepare learning resources, offer management assistance and handle data processing. They also coordinate development of federal programs and provide pupil personnel services.

New York—Boards of Cooperative Educational Services

New York's Boards of Cooperative Educational Services (BOCES) are an unusual hybrid intermediate system: They are simultaneously responsible both to the State Dept. of Education and to the local districts they serve. Each BOCES director performs a dual role, too. He's an employee of both the state department and his local board. The state department pays part of his salary with local districts usually supplementing that amount.

The New York arrangement shows some of the financial advantages which can come from having intermediate units tied closely to a state department. The state pays half the cost of BOCES service programs—a great help in New York, where it's unconstitutional to create new taxing authorities. At the same time, however, there is some loss of autonomy: The commissioner of education must approve each individual service program a BOCES wants to offer before state money is forthcoming.

There is virtually no legal limit on the amount of money the state can give a BOCES board, as long as the programs proposed are of sufficient quality. "If one unit wants to provide 28 services and the commissioner approves, it can get state aid for all of them," explained Francis Griffin, former assistant commissioner of education for New York. "If another cooperative board wants only two programs," Griffin continues, "then that is all the support they'll receive."

New York's intermediate unit system has evolved gradually since 1948, when state legislators first permitted the existence of cooperative boards. In creating the new agencies, authorities did not abolish the state's older intermediate system of supervisory districts. Instead, the new boards were
superimposed on the territory the supervisory districts covered. District
directors were given the new task of serving as board directors. At the
same time, they kept their older supervisory responsibilities to the
state department.

Since then, the state has gradually enlarged the area that each BOCES
supervisory district covers. When the BOCES program began there were 181 su-
pervisory districts eligible to form a BOCES. Not all did so. There are now
only 48. The kinds of services provided also have changed, too, from supply-
ing itinerant teachers and health personnel to larger, more comprehensive pro-
grams. Legally, BOCES cannot furnish any services which local districts should
provide for themselves, and guidelines forbid the use of BOCES services to
perpetuate inefficient school districts.

Since their inception, the BOCES have been governed by lay boards of edu-
cation to maintain sensitivity to local needs. These bodies, elected by boards
of participating districts, choose the unit director and help plan new programs.
Services are usually initiated only when local schools express a desire for
them, and each district is free to decide which BOCES programs to take part
in. School districts pay for a part of all services they choose to use, and
they support the total cost of any BOCES activities which are not eligible
for state aid. Each member district also pays a set fee for BOCES administra-
tive costs, regardless of which services it chooses to take part in.

New Jersey—Major State Department Role

More than any other state, New Jersey uses a regional intermediate system
which binds units closely to the state department of education. Traditionally, ties between count-
y school offices and the state department have been close in New Jersey, with county superintendents appointed by state officials. And since 1969, New Jersey educators have been experimenting with a type of region-
al service program which, according to its spokesmen, would involve a strong
"interface" between local administrators, county superintendents and state personnel.

A model for the proposed system, now operating in Glassboro, services
eight counties in southern New Jersey. It is governed by a board of direc-
tors composed of representatives from many different local educational groups
--district superintendents and principals, classroom teachers, boards of edu-
cation, PTAs and others. County superintendents, also on the board, serve as
an indirect link with the state department. The state office played a major
role in setting up the unit in 1969, and state department staff meet regularly
with unit leaders for planning and other tasks.

So far, setting up the regional program has required no change in New
Jersey law; the unit is supported by a Title III, ESEA, grant awarded to a
single participating district. However, the unit's board of directors has
posed that the Glassboro operation—and any future units—be transferred
state funding and reclassified as regional branches of the state department
of education. The proposal is receiving serious consideration from state
officials and, indeed, the commissioner's budget has included an item for
support of the unit.
Not all unit operations would be funded by the state department, however, under the board of directors' proposal. To insure flexibility, they suggest, the unit should have another governing body—a commission with the status of a local education agency which could receive and administer grants from the federal government and private foundations. The commission would include a member of the board of education of each participating county, plus representatives from other groups now on the board of directors.

The Glassboro unit, called Educational Improvement Center, currently employs a staff of 20 who help schools with training programs, curriculum development, media services, management design and information of all sorts. An important part of its job is to perform research and development necessary to create model programs which local school districts can implement.

Besides the Educational Improvement Center, New Jersey is also experimenting with another pilot cooperative endeavor—the New Jersey Urban Schools Development Council. This cooperative has representatives of educational organizations in the state's 10 largest cities, as well as state department personnel. It concerns itself with a single problem—urban education. New Jersey educators hope their experience with the two kinds of intermediate units, one oriented toward a single need, the other toward multiple services to one geographic area, will enable them to compare the advantages of the two approaches.

Ohio and California—County School Services

Two states—Ohio and California—operate a number of major service programs through county superintendents' offices. Neither state has passed the legislation necessary to create true regional service units, although proposals to that effect have been given serious consideration in both state legislatures.

In Ohio, county school offices must, by law, serve all schools in the county system. In addition, they can also offer special services to independent districts and to systems in other counties on a contract basis. Financially, the county boards of education are dependent on the state legislators and the county commissioners. They are required to perform a number of administrative and supervisory functions for county schools, but in recent years, they have placed more and more emphasis on providing services.

Ohio has had an additional program of regional service since 1966. The state department of education has 30 regional offices that coordinate school bus operations for the transportation of children attending both public and nonpublic schools throughout the state.

In California, county intermediate school districts serve both as an extension of the state education office and as a service agency for local districts.

They are governed by elected lay boards of education and receive money from the state department and the county and from contracts with local school districts. County superintendents provide such things as special education,
coordination of instructional programs, libraries, instructional aids and
general supervision and fiscal assistance.

In addition, California law permits some degree of cooperation among its
counties. For instance, the California constitution provides that the state
legislature may permit counties to join together to choose one superintendent.
County offices can combine forces for certain specific tasks. A number of
counties have been working together for years in such areas as consultant and
audiovisual services, data processing and instructional materials centers.
California law does not, however, allow for merged county boards of education
and it would require a change in that state's constitution before multicounty
educational service agencies could be adopted.

Illinois—Education Service Regions

Illinois took a tentative step toward regional cooperation in education
in 1969, when the legislature decreed that county superintendents were to be
renamed superintendents of education service regions and that, by 1973, any
county with fewer than 16,000 inhabitants should merge into a larger region.

By 1977, according to the law, counties with less than 33,000 inhabitants
should plan to become part of a multicounty educational service region. The
1969 law does not, however, specify what services the new agencies should
offer or how they should be financed. Legislation is still pending which
will determine the final shape these agencies take in Illinois, and their
outline may remain dim for several years.

Several other states—including Minnesota, North Dakota, Kansas and
Missouri—are presently giving serious attention to developing some kind of
regional approach to educational service activities. Those states and others
have a variety of workable, practicable models from which they may choose.
"Even a decade ago we had to talk about intermediate units in terms of what
they might theoretically accomplish," says AASA's Isenberg. "Now, if local
educators want to know what a unit can do, they need only to go to a nearby
state and see the things that are possible. They can decide what's best for
them on the basis of other states' experiences."

Case Study: Muscatine-Scott County School System

Muscatine and Scott Counties were the first in Iowa to take advantage of
that state's 1965 law permitting county systems to merge into a unit with one
board, one budget and one staff. Their merger took place in July 1966, after
it was approved by referendum. Iowa's master plan for regional units calls
for including a third county in the Muscatine-Scott system.

Headquartered in Bettendorf, the Muscatine-Scott district is governed by
a seven-member board of education made up of laymen elected at large on a non-
partisan basis. The board is fiscally independent, has tax levying authority
and receives state financial support for its programs. It appoints the super-
intendent and staff and sets their salaries. Its present service program ex-
tends into five major areas: administrative services, special education for
the handicapped, information services, instructional materials center and educational consultants.

The administrative services unit assists schools with such things as teacher certification, budget preparation, state department of public instruction reports, school reorganization, inservice meetings, school lunch evaluations and school law. The instructional materials center (in which Clinton and parts of Cedar and Louisa counties also participate) handles the booking and delivery of films, supplementary texts and other curriculum materials for schools. The center also is a depository and distribution center for Title II, ESEA, materials. It processes and distributes 75,000 books, 3,000 film prints and 1,500 transparency sets and other materials to both public and nonpublic schools in the area.

Under its educational consultants program, the Muscatine-Scott district offers assistance in language arts, science, mathematics, reading, social studies, inservice education, demonstration teaching, curriculum development, pilot studies and other areas. Information services include research, testing and data processing, and some computer-assisted instruction. The district's special education staff includes speech and hearing clinicians, psychologists, social workers, consultants for specific learning disabilities, counselors in outdoor education and vocational rehabilitation, and special teachers for the mentally retarded, hard of hearing, blind and partially sighted, and in bilingual education.

Last year, the budget for these programs totaled $2,111,740, of which $1,534,000 came from local tax money. The balance came from state and federal aid and from payments for contract services provided to schools outside the two counties. (The total tax millage for the year was 3.671 mills.) This money supported a district staff of 75 professionals and 40 nonprofessionals. A total of more than 65,000 pupils were served by one or more programs.

Case Study: Multnomah County, Ore.

The Multnomah County Intermediate Education District illustrates how intermediate units can function in large metropolitan areas. The Portland-based cooperative serves a county with about 109,000 pupils attending 144 elementary and 22 high schools. With 62 pupils in its smallest member district and 78,765 in its largest, the unit provides a variety of programs, giving direct services to those schools which need them and advisory, research and leadership services to others.

The Multnomah district is governed by an elected nonpartisan seven-member board which is responsible for the budget, the operation of offices and the selection of the unit's superintendent. The district employs about 90 persons. In 1969-70, the gross yearly payroll alone totaled $1.1 million. The unit's operations can be financed within the general fund--provided it obtains approval of two-thirds of the member districts which contain a majority of students in the intermediate area. The tax rate for operation of the intermediate district's office and general services now is 42 cents per $1,000 of assessed value. The unit also secures funds by providing services under contract, sometimes to schools outside the county boundaries.
The Multnomah district offers administrative and supplementary services, including information dissemination, school transportation, financial advice, a personnel directory, assistance with district boundary changes and administration of state and federal programs. It also carries on cooperative purchasing for member districts and operates a well equipped educational resource center and duplicating facilities. In addition, it provides evaluation services, data processing and testing, and special education for the handicapped through consultants and itinerant teachers. Other special programs include outdoor education and various educational activities for pregnant girls, for emotionally disturbed youngsters at a county residential center and for youths in a juvenile home.

Besides these services, the Multnomah County district also engages in one function peculiar to Oregon: It administers a county equalization tax, required by Oregon law, to help spread the tax burden more evenly among local districts in its area. The unit takes approximately 50% of the operating levy of each local district and redistributes it countywide according to the number of children in each local district. In 1969-70, the amount redistributed came to some $21 million. In addition, the district provides some services for state education organizations which deal largely with the handling of funds. These functions also include some processing of teacher certification, health certificates and bus driver licensing.

Case Study: Tompkins-Seneca-Tioga BOCES

When the New York State Legislature first authorized Boards of Cooperative Educational Services in 1948, it meant for the new organizations to help put educational services in rural areas on a par with those in metropolitan areas. By 1970, the Tompkins-Seneca-Tioga BOCES in upstate New York had fulfilled much of that hope. Organized in 1949, that BOCES now serves about 20,000 pupils in all of Tompkins county, parts of Seneca and Tioga counties, and the city of Ithaca. From an operation concerned chiefly with handling itinerant teachers, it has grown into a large-scale organization which provides many different types of services.

Much of this growth took place in the last decade. In 1960, the Tompkins-Seneca-Tioga BOCES consisted of a district superintendent, a part-time secretary and 16 itinerant teachers. By 1970, it had 126 full-time employees and 122 part-time employees, most of the latter teaching adult education. Its budget also grew rapidly during those years—from $123,312 in 1960 to over $1.9 million ten years later. Present funding for the BOCES comes from local district payments, substantial state aid and federal funds for some special programs.

Currently, the BOCES provides six specific programs to member school districts:

- Itinerant teachers in art, music, physical education, speech correction, driver education, and dental hygienists and school psychologists.
- Computerized data processing of records, accounting data, high school scheduling, bus routing, etc.
An educational communications center with over 1,400 16mm films, other audiovisual aids and various instructional resources.

Vocational education (students attend the vocational center half a day, then return via buses to regular schools for academic subjects).

Continuing education--an area which attracted about 4,600 adults last year.

In addition, the BOCES offers such services as a cultural program, activities for the gifted, inservice education, help with developing federal projects, teacher certification and recruitment, and placement of personnel.

Just recently, the BOCES has been able to adequately house its programs. Under permissive legislation which allows BOCES to construct facilities through the New York State Dormitory Authority, the Tompkins-Seneca-Tioga unit built a $3.5 million center with three major buildings for vocational education, one for education of the handicapped, and one for administration and special services. Besides making more room for programs, BOCES spokesmen say the new facilities will be more economical than past rental arrangements. Money which formerly went into rent is being used to pay off a 30-year mortgage held by the dormitory authority under a construction-lease-purchase agreement.

Government of the BOCES rests in the hands of a nine-member board of education. New members are chosen by local district board members, who attend a general meeting each spring for that purpose. BOCES board members need not be members of local boards, however. District administrators also play an important part in planning BOCES programs. They form a "cabinet" which meets monthly with the director to develop ideas and recommend projects.
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